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All questions regarding the call and the topics published can be addressed to:
Info-Call-CFP-2020-01@cleansky.eu
Questions received until 13th March 2020, 17:00 (Brussels Time) will be answered after analysis and
published in Q&A when appropriate. In total, three publications of Q/As are foreseen:
A first Q/A document is released on 14th January 2020.
A second version of the Q/A document is released on 20th February 2020.
A third and final version of the Q/A document is released on 26th March 2020.
As stated in the call, all interested parties are recommended to consult periodically the Clean Sky 2 JU
website and the Funding & tender opportunities Portal of the European Commission for updates to
this document and any corresponding updates to the call.
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A. ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS
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Question / Answer
What is the difference between topics of Call for Proposals launched inside and outside the
complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA?
Topics launched inside the complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA are directly linked to
the action implemented by the Clean Sky 2 Members under grant agreements for members and
they contribute to the achievement of the results of specific ITD/IADP/TA.
Topics launched outside the complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA (so called ‘’thematic
topics’’) are not directly linked to the action implemented by the Clean Sky 2 Members under
specific ITD/IADP/TA. However, they contribute to the achievement of the High Level Objectives
(HLGs) of the Clean Sky 2 Regulation, by enabling a wide range of competing technology solutions
to address broad problem-oriented topics that are geared towards the Clean Sky 2 programmelevel HLGs.
In addition, different special conditions of admissibility apply to the thematic topics. For further
information please refer to question no. 2 = below and to Annex IV of the CS2JU Work Plan (“Part
B: Thematic Topics” of the Call text document).
Is there any special admissibility condition applying to the proposal submitted for one of the
topic launched outside the complementary framework (thematic topic) within one IADP/ITD/TA
in this Call for Proposals (CfP11)?
Yes, the following special admissibility condition applies to the topics launched outside the
complementary framework (thematic topics):
“The 16 Leaders of JU listed in Annex II to Regulation n° (EU) No 558/2014 and their affiliates
may not apply to the topics”.
For further information please refer to Annex II (List of private members - beneficiaries of the grant
agreements for members) and Annex IV: 11th Call for proposals (CfP11): List and Full Description
of Topics (“Part B: Thematic Topics” section 2 ‘’Call rules’’) of the CS2JU Work Plan.
Are there any specific templates for the submission of a proposal for one of the thematic topics?
Yes. For the thematic topics part B.I of the proposal application is different. The page limit is 30
pages.
Can the consortium of the proposal submitted in response to a topic launched inside the
complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA take a partner that has been selected as a Core
Partner, but has not yet signed the Grant Agreement at the time of publication of the Call for
proposal (and thus not been involved in the preparation of this call)?
Legal entities (single entity, members of consortia or clusters including linked third parties) which
were selected by the CS2JU as Core Partners or its participating affiliate in an certain ITD/IADP/TA
may not submit the proposal for the topics launched inside the complementary framework of the
same ITD/IADP/TA. This is based on the special admissibility condition laid down in the CS2JU Work
Plan (section 3.3. “Call management rules”). The CS2JU considers the date of sending the
information letter to the coordinator of the selected Core Partner proposal as the date from which
inadmissibility becomes effective. For this purpose applicants are requested to fill in a declaration
of non-affiliation to any Clean Sky 2 Member (Part D of the proposal).
In case of doubts applicants are advised to contact directly the CS2JU.
Can a Swiss entity participate to the CS2JU calls? If yes, under which conditions?
Yes. Swiss entities may submit a proposal in the CS2JU Call for Proposals with the status of
associated country. For more information:
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http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020-hi-swisspart_en.pdf.
Could you summarize the main differences between Research and Innovation Actions (RIA) and
Innovation Actions (IA)?
The Calls launched by the CS2JU follow the H2020 definitions of RIA and IA. Such definitions are
available on the EC Funding & tender opportunities Portal
Each call for proposal text reports “indicative funding topic value in k€”. Even if it has been
clarified that this is an indicative value, it is important to know the Leader’s cost estimation.
Should the topic funding or the topic value (the double of the topic funding) be considered as
the reference? If the topic value has to be considered as a reference, does it refer to eligible cost
or to the cost including actual indirect costs?
The proposal’s requested funding and the proposal’s total [eligible] costs are not an eligibility
criterion. There is no maximum CS2JU funding per topic. However, the evaluation will consider the
efficiency and adequacy of the resources and the budget allocated to the proposal. Applicants
should ensure that their resource and budget estimations are duly justified and explained and they
should be able to clearly explain any material difference when compared to the indicative topic
value. The topic indicative funding value has been estimated based on the best estimate of the
related total eligible costs.
How will “value for money” be assessed in this call for IA and for RIA?
When assessing the value for money, applicants should consider the following:
• The indicative topic funding value provided in the Call is an estimate
• For any topic launched within complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA, applicants must
address the scope of the topic in full and submit with their proposal both requested funding
and the total eligible costs
• Applicants’ resource requirements for the proposed activity should be detailed with due
justifications and explanations (see Part B.I. - Work Package Effort)
• The applicant’s total eligible costs of their proposal will be considered for the evaluation of the
Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources
Regarding the Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources, the following aspects should be
taken into consideration:
• The Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources should be based on the total eligible
costs of the proposal
• No ceiling shall apply
• The proposal should contain due justification of any exceedance of the “Gross budget”, which
should be estimated as follows:
o For RIAs:
‒ Merit of the proposal with regard to resource requirements stated for the technical
content, in light of topic
‒ Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/100 * the indicative funding set
for the topic as “Gross Budget”
o For IAs:
‒ Merit of the proposal with regard to resource requirements stated for the technical
content, in light of topic
The Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/70 * the indicative funding set for the topic
as “Gross Budget”.
Please also refer to the material provided at Info Day dedicated to this Call, available on the Clean
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Sky website.
One of the novelties in H2020 regards the Guarantee Fund: 5% of the maximum grant amount is
retained from CS2JU grant value in order to better protect the action from financial risks
associated to the implementation of the action. This is a new “instrument” in Clean Sky 2. Will
this 5% be released?
According to H2020 rule and the model Grant Agreement (Article 21.2), an amount corresponding
to 5% of the maximum grant amount (Article 5.1) is retained by the CS2JU from the pre-financing
payment and transferred into the ‘Guarantee Fund’. According to Article 21.4 of the model Grant
Agreement, the 5% will be released at the moment of the payment of the balance.
Regarding the eligibility for applying in the Call, can mono-beneficiaries apply?
Yes. The Calls for Proposals launched by the CS2JU are covered by a derogation from the H2020
rules for participation with regard to the eligibility and minimum conditions for participations. The
following entities are eligible to apply (see CS2JU Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award
and review procedures of Calls for Proposals):
 One single legal entity (SME, large industry, RO, Academia etc.) or
 Consortia of legal entities
 Clusters (applying as single legal entity – if with a valid PIC - or via the linked third parties option)
Eligibility - Third country participation: what about Ukraine and Canada?
Ukraine is an Associated Country according to the H2020. Therefore, entities established in Ukraine
are eligible in terms of participation and EU funding.
Canada has a status of a Third Country (not a Members State of the EU, neither a country associated
to H2020). Third Countries’ participation is subject to H2020 rules. Legal entities established in a
third country may apply to participate in an action, however the CS2JU funding may be awarded
only when one of the following condition apply:
 the CS2JU funding is evaluated as “essential” for the action or
 a bilateral agreement between the EU and the third country exists. Note: such an agreement
may constitute a basis only if it envisages specifically the funding of the third country entities
under the calls launched by the CS2JU.
 The funding of legal entities established in specific third country is directly envisaged in the
CS2JU Work Plan – (Note: the CS2JU Work Plan under which this call is published does not
envisage funding to third countries).
How do I declare or define third parties in my application?
Third parties must be identified in the Part B of the Application/Proposal Template. For the
definition of third parties please refer to Articles 11, 12, 13 to 14 of the model Grant Agreement.
A company would like to submit the proposal to the topic launched within complementary
framework of one of ITD/IADP/TA in partnership with an existing Clean Sky 2 leader (or an
affiliate of it). Would you please confirm it is possible to respond to this call in partnership with
the leader?
Yes. However, in accordance to the special admissibility conditions of the CS2JU Work Plan, Leaders
and/or their Affiliates are not eligible to apply to the topic launched inside the complementary
framework under the same IADP/ITD/TA in whatever role (beneficiary or linked third party under
Article 14 of the Grant Agreement for Members).
Are the costs concerning Intellectual Property Rights, publishing and consultancies eligible?
Yes. For further information on the rules on costs eligibility, please refer to Article 6 of the model
Grant Agreement and to the H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement.
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Question / Answer
Our partner is a small company which cannot afford financing the remaining part of unfunded
costs (i.e.the remaining 30% of the budget). Is it acceptable if we (large company) finance his
unfunded part of the budget?
In order to comply with the non-profit rule and with the co-funding principle established in the EU
Financial Regulation, every partner shall cover the costs of the action which are not reimbursed
under the applicable funding rate. The financial contribution required to cover the costs of the
action not reimbursed by the CS2JU is the responsibility of the applicants. The partners shall comply
with the eligibility rules set out in Article 6 of the CS2JU model grant agreement for Partners.
A company with less than 30 employees and sales volume & balance sheet less than 10 MEuro
per year, is owned 50% by a large company. Is this company SME by EC criteria?
The status of the SME is based on the outcome of the applicant’s self-assessment performed via
the Funding & tender opportunities Portal questionnaire. For more information please refer to the
definition of SMEs under H2020:
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition/
Regarding synergies with ESIF, could we propose activities as a synergy with ESIF in the absence
of MoU in the pipeline between CS2JU and the Region?
Yes, complementary activities may be proposed also in the absence on an existing MoU between
the CSJU and the competent Region or Member State. The CS2JU advises to identify in advance, if
such information is available, the possible ESIF funding scheme/call which could support the
complementary activity proposed within the application under the optional Part C "ESIF WP". The
CS2JU advises also to inform the competent Region/Member States and ESIF Managing Authority
of the possibility offered by the CS2JU to cooperate on synergies and which could facilitate a
framework for cooperation.
Please refer to the guidance note on how to submit the Part C ESIF WPs in the application, which
was published as part of the Call for Proposal package.
Regarding interdependencies between CS2JU and ESIF, what happens when one Work Package
is financed by CS2JU and the other Work Package by ESIF, but the 1st Work Package failed to be
funded or vice versa?
The CS2JU will not evaluate and make any statement on synergies potential on proposals other
than those top-ranked and pre-selected for CS2JU funding [subject to successful grant
implementation].
With regards to the applicants’ proposals against the topic, these must include all actions necessary
to fully comply with the topic inside the “core proposal” [Parts A and B]. Any proposed
complementary activity described in the Part C ESIF WPs must not be essential or critical to the
fulfilment of the topic requirements and may only concern further expansion / broadening /
deepening of the R&I actions beyond the core scope of the published topic. Therefore, no
interdependency shall exist which may hamper the fulfilment of the topic activities that will be
funded by the CS2JU.
Regarding the Financial Viability Check (FVC), what is the basis on which this check is performed?
The FVC is based on the financial statements of the last two closed financial years which includes
the profit and loss statement, balance sheet and accompanying notes of the Coordinator of the
proposal. Please consult the H2020 rules and guidance under:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guidelev_en.pdf
Through the guidance materials published on the Funding & tender opportunities Portal for
topics launched within complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA, we understood that we
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could decide either to join the existing Consortium Agreement (CA) of the ITD/IADP where we
wish to be involved or to proceed with an Implementation Agreement only with the Topic
Manager. How do we decide what direction to take? And if we decide to join an existing CA of
the ITD/IADP, do we still need an internal CA? Could you please clarify?
Yes, in any multi-beneficiary grant agreement for partners (GAP), the internal consortium
agreement is needed in accordance with Article 41.3.
The option of either acceding to the ITD/IADP Consortium Agreement or to sign a bilateral
Implementation Agreement (Article 41.4 of the GAP) depends on the specific topic and will be
agreed with the Topic Manager. The Call text documents available on the Funding & tender
opportunities Portal provide this information and in case of doubts or updates, the Topic Manager
will clarify these aspects with the selected applicants at the start of the Grant Preparation Phase.
Regarding the transfer of ownership to an affiliated entity, is it possible in the case of an affiliated
entity located outside Europe?
In line with the CS2JU Work Plan, Article 30.3 ‘’JU right to object to transfers of exclusive licencing’’
(Option) of the model Grant Agreement for Partners applies to the actions funded by the CS2JU.
This article sets the right of the CS2JU to object to a transfer of results to a third party established
outside the EU Member States or Countries associated to H2020 and requires a prior notification
to the Funding Authority for approval. The CS2JU will assess the case in terms of impact on the
European competitiveness.
Applicants are requested to read carefully Article 30.3 of the Grant Agreement.
Could you please clarify whether there is a maximum budget per project for the Clean Sky calls
for proposals?
There is no maximum budget per project. Please also refer to above Question no.7.
The Call topic description includes a section named “Special skills, Capabilities, Certification
expected from the Applicant(s)”. Are these skills considered by the evaluators as an eligibility
criterion? Could any entity or consortium succeed even if one of the expected skills is not proven?
Although the specific requirements established in the topics description are not part of the
eligibility criteria, they will be taken into consideration by evaluators during the evaluation of the
proposal and the award phase. More information about the scoring of proposals is available in the
General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and supplemented by the CS2JU Work Plan
.
If some activities of the call (e.g. laboratory tests; mechanical pieces or specimen manufacturing;
cable assemblies, electronics boards) are subcontracted / bought like a service from a third party
not member of the consortium applying to the Call topic, does this element need to be specified
in the proposal e.g. citing the name of the company to which the specific service will be
subcontracted?
Recourse to subcontracting is possible, however it must be limited and duly justified. Moreover,
according to art 13 of the Grant Agreement for Partners (GAP), the applicant may not subcontract
any activity identified as a core research activity in the topic description. Finally, subcontracting
between beneficiaries of the same grant agreement is not allowed.
Where activities are eligible for subcontracting, applicants must detail these activities and related
costs in the proposal. To this purpose, Part B.I includes a section dedicated to subcontracting
(content, duration and estimated budget). When already known, the name of the subcontractor
should be mentioned. For further information, rules on subcontracting and distinction versus other
direct costs (e.g. service) Article 10 of the GAP, please refer to the H2020 Annotated Grant
Agreement.
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How can we prevent that our Intellectual Property Rights disclosed in the proposal end up being
used by competitors?
§4.1.2 of the “Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of Calls
for Proposals” specifies that the independent evaluators must not have a relation with the
applicant or a topic manager. However, the same document does not prevent evaluators with a
relation with the competitors of the applicant to evaluate the proposals. A proposal contains
valuable industrial and commercial information and we would like to prevent this to be seen by
any potential competitor, even under Non-Disclosure Agreement.
The CS2JU has established and implemented a number of mitigation measures to ensure the
confidentiality of the proposals. The CS2JU Rules for submission, evaluation, selection and review
procedures of calls for proposals specify that the evaluation of the proposals is performed
exclusively by independent experts.
In accordance with such rules and established practice in FP7 and H2020, the independent experts
are selected from the H2020 experts database and are appointed by the CS2JU on the basis of the
H2020 experts model contract. This contract includes specific rules on conflicts of interest,
confidentiality regime and lays down a code of conduct to be respected. Under such rules, the
independent experts are bound to declare any potential conflict of interest they may have in
relation to the proposals and any entity participating in the proposal and to maintain the strict
confidentiality of the proposals and of any other information to which they had access during all
the stages of the evaluation process. This confidentiality regime applies also after the end of the
evaluation process.
How do I get a PIC number?
We invite applicants to refer to the EC Funding & tender opportunities Portal– section “How to
participate”- where all necessary information on how to register to receive a Participant
Identification Code (PIC) can be found:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-forfunding/register-an-organisation/registration-of-organisation_en.htm#sme
What part of the direct personnel cost is to be taken into account for calculating the eligible cost?
The personnel cost consists of many segments, including taxes, commuting compensation and
remunerations in the form of meal checks, company car, stock options, etc. Additionally these
segments are different from one country to another (e.g. taxes). What should we take into
account?
As mentioned in art. 6.2 (A) of the model Grant Agreement for partners – “Direct Personnel costs”:
“A.1 Personnel costs are eligible, if they are related to personnel working for the beneficiary under
an employment contract (or equivalent appointing act) and assigned to the action (‘costs for
employees (or equivalent)’).
They must be limited to salaries (including during parental leave), social security contributions, taxes
and other costs included in the remuneration, if they arise from national law or the employment
contract (or equivalent appointing act).
Beneficiaries that are non-profit legal entities may also declare as personnel costs additional
remuneration for personnel assigned to the action (including payments on the basis of
supplementary contracts regardless of their nature), if:
a) it is part of the beneficiary’s usual remuneration practices and is paid in a consistent manner
whenever the same kind of work or expertise is required;
b) the criteria used to calculate the supplementary payments are objective and generally
applied by the beneficiary, regardless of the source of funding used.“
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For more details on the distinction between basic, complement and additional remuneration and
for further information on direct personnel costs please refer to the Annotated Model Grant
Agreement:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020amga_en.pdf
Does a weak financial capacity of one partner within the consortium influence the chances for
success of a proposal if the coordinator demonstrates sufficient financial capacity, the
contribution of the weak partner is relatively small and there is a derisking plan defined in case
the partner has to withdraw?
Startups will score weak on the financial self-check and may have negative financial figures for
several years. Nevertheless, they may deliver nice innovations from which the aeronautics
industry may take benefit. The business created within the aeronautics market and the spill over
into other markets will help the startup to grow out of its red figures faster. As an applicant it is
hard to judge whether supporting such startups would be appreciated by the CS2JU as a way of
increasing European competitiveness through innovation or as containing too much risk.
The CS2JU will perform the financial viability check for the Coordinator of the consortium only and
if the requested CS2JU contribution for the action is >= 500.000 €.
In other cases (i.e. for entities that are not coordinators or for coordinators where the requested
EU funding is below the threshold), the financial viability will be checked only if there are justified
grounds for it.
It is the responsibility of the consortium to analyse its strategy in terms of participation and
capabilities brought to the proposal by other entities and to provide the CS2JU with the right level
of information in order to correctly evaluate the proposal.
For further information, please refer to the H2020 Guide on beneficiary registration, validation and
financial viability check (pp. 12-14):
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-forfunding/register-an-organisation/financial-capacity-check_en.htm
Can applicant(s) envisage the involvement of a Clean Sky member as subcontractor for part of
the activities if the organisation is the most experience in the field? Are there any limitations to
do so? What has to be regarded additionally?
Please refer to above question no.24 (subcontracting).
If more than one constellation with different partners, subcontractors and work shares is
feasible, can applicant(s) prepare and submit several proposals against the same topic?
Please refer to the applicable rules as set out in the General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work
Programme supplemented by the CS2JU Work Plan and in the Clean Sky 2 Rules for submission,
evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of calls for proposals (documents available on
the Funding & tender opportunities Portal).
For further information on subcontracting versus other direct costs (e.g. service), please refer to
the above question no.24.
We would like to know if it is possible for two different legal entities of a same group to submit
a separate proposal for the same topic.
Yes, it is possible that two different legal entities from the same company/group each submit a
(separate) proposal for the same topic.
In the case of participation of these entities in the same proposal to carry out the action, the
applicants should take into account the CS2JU model grant agreement for partners. It is advised to
refer to question no 2 and to check carefully the eligibility and admissibility conditions as described
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in the General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and CS2JU Work Plan available via
Funding & tender opportunities Portal.
Regarding the Open access & Data management, is there any specific guidance with draft and
examples/templates?
Yes, there is a guidance on Open access & Data management provided for all H2020 projects at the
following link:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/openaccess-dissemination_en.htm
CS2JU will provide a tailored made template at the kick-off meeting (after completion of the Call
Evaluation Phase) to the selected winning proposals invited to start the grant preparation phase.
This template complements the available H2020 guidance and provides useful links for the
preparation of the Data management Plan.
Is there an implementation agreement applicable for the thematic topics?
No. However, the CS2JU will provide a “non-binding template for confidentiality and Intellectual
Property Rights Agreement” to the selected partners at the grant preparation phase to ease any
possible “collaboration” with a member or other industrial partner in terms of exploitation of
results.
The use of this agreement will depend on the proposal and the possible involvement of a member
(e.g. users group, advisory group).
We are organising a proposal. One of the objectives of the topic is to perform an experimental
test campaign in a facility that matches all the technical requirements specified in the topic
description. We have identified a facility but we discovered that it is a Clean Sky 2 Core Partner,
so that it cannot participate as a consortium partner. Furthermore, this facility seems to be the
only one that meets the technical requirements, hence subcontracting seems mandatory. We
would like to proceed in this direction through a call for tenders. Regarding the subcontracting
and the call for tenders our doubts arise from Clean Sky 2 Q&A #24 which states that
subcontracting must be moderate.
In our case subcontracting would represents more than 75% of the indicative budget. So we are
wondering if:
1) is it admissible to have such a big subcontracting (we do not see any other possibilities to
participate);
2) the costs for launching and explicating call for tenders are eligible;
3) the call for tenders can be limited only to European facilities.
In accordance with the additional admissibility conditions applicable to the topics launched within
complementary framework of one of the ITD/IADP, the Core Partners and their affiliates may apply
to Calls for Proposals only in another IADP/ITD where they are not involved as member.
Due to this reason, the CS2JU is advising the applicant to verify at first, whether the identified Core
Partner is implementing technical action in the same IADP/ITD under which the topic has been
launched.
If the identified Core Partner is not a beneficiary of this IADP/ITD’s grant agreement for members,
the applicant should reconsider the legal entity to become a partner in its proposal taking into
account the high threshold of the proposed subcontracting.
In case the applicant intends to use subcontractors, it must comply with the provisions of Article 13
of the CS2 grant agreement for partners and in particular:
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• Subcontractors should be selected on the basis of best value for money or on the
lowest price principle without any conflict of interests;
• Only limited parts of the action may be subcontracted;
• Beneficiary remains responsible for the tasks carried out by subcontractors.
With regard to the eligibility of costs related to organisation and launching the call for tenders to
find a subcontractor, we would like to remind applicants that in accordance with the H2020 rules,
only costs incurred during the action duration are eligible for funding.
By ‘’the action duration’’ the applicant shall understand the period running from the action starting
date to the end date of the action defined in Article 3 of the CS2 grant agreement for partner(s).
Finally, any subcontracting to a subcontractor located in one of the third countries must be duly
justified providing evidence that the required expertise was not available on the European market.
We are preparing a proposal of about 5-6 partners to one of the topics of the Clean Sky program,
CFP11.
Within the consortium, we have a partner specialised in European project management and
innovation management. They will support the management of the project during the 5 years of
the project.
We were wondering if they can participate in this way to the project without having technical
tasks, like in Horizon 2020 projects.
In accordance with Article 41.2 (b) of CS2, multi-beneficiary grant agreement for partners the
coordinator may not delegate or subcontract its tasks listed in this Article to any other beneficiary
or third party including linked third parties.
Having in the consortium another beneficiary who performs part of the coordinator’s tasks
mentioned in Article 41.2 (b) is not compliant with the provisions of the grant agreement.
Perhaps, the consortium should consider change of the initial coordinator in case this legal entity
is not able to meet all the coordinator’s obligations imposed by the grant agreement.
In the topic descriptions reference to a Work Package is included. However, no reference or
information to this Work Package is found in the Joint Technical Programme, nor in the applicable
Work Plan. Could you please confirm if there is a typo in the Work Package reference or if
information about this Work Package reference can be found somewhere else?
References in the topics do not necessarily reappear in the Work Plan as this info is too detailed for
the Work Plan. But where appropriate and necessary the work breakdown structure is provided in
the technical presentations at the info days and on our website.

37

In some topics the text “Proposals may include the commitment from the European Aviation
Safety Agency to assist or to participate in the action” is included. Can you clarify how EASA may
be involved?
In some topics the European Aviation Safety Agency [EASA] have indicated an interest in the
performance and/or the results of the project as this could enable a better understanding of the
safety, certification or other related challenges should be addressed. Applicants may contact EASA
during the preparation of their proposal and discuss possible ways of utilizing EASA knowledge,
exchanging information, considering resources needed, and on the relevance of results of the
project. This is not mandatory, but can facilitate an optimal understanding of the future safety and
certificability challenges related to the technologies under investigation. In any case, any
formalisation of exchanges and/or cooperation with EASA will be only considered for
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implementation during the grant preparation phase of proposals retained for funding and will
involve the Joint Undertaking and the Topic Manager with respect to the process, the means and
the scope and resources related to such cooperation or exchange of information.

38

1. Is dissemination as important for Clean sky 2 as for traditional Horizon 2020 calls?
2. Can we plan costs for publications in Open Access (Golden Access)?
3. Are costs for participating to an international conference outside the EU close to the
end of the project to disseminate the results can be accepted?
1. Yes, all projects funded by Horizon 2020 should engage in dissemination and exploitation
activities, see Horizon 2020 online manual (link).
2. You will find more guidance on the eligibility of costs related to Open Access in the
Annotated Model Grant Agreement (link; see articles 29.2 and 29.3). We also invite you to
consult the Horizon 2020 online manual (link).
3. Cost related to dissemination and exploitation are eligible, if they comply with the general
and specific conditions set out in the Annotated Model Grant Agreement.

39

According to the “Clean sky 2 joint undertaking Bi-annual work plan and budget2020-2021”
document core partners may apply to calls for proposals only in another IADP/ITD where they
are not involved as member. Is it possible for a core partner of an IADP/ITD to be part of a
consortium for a different call in the same IADP/ITD after the closure of the previous project? For
example if a legal entity is a core partner of a project ending in 2020 can it be partner of a
consortium for this call if it official involvement and technical activities start after 2020?
A core partner of an IADP/ITD who does not bring any further contribution to the implementation
of the action under a GAM, could become a part of a consortium for a different call for partners in
the same IADP/ITD under two conditions:
a) A Core Partner’s participation in the GAM has been formally terminated in the GAM via
amendment request submitted by an ITD/IADP Coordinator to the JU;
b) A Core Partner notified the JU in written about its request to withdraw its Membership to
the CS2JU.
Once both requirements are met by the Core Partner concerned, it can apply in subsequent calls
for proposals launched under the same ITD/IADP from the date of its membership withdrawal to
the CS2JU.

40

Following Q&A 24 and 35 only limited parts of the action may be subcontracted. It is possible to
quantify which percentage of an action? Is a lab performing the test campaign of a core activity
considered a subcontractor even if the all the campaign is define, develop and controlled by a
consortium partner?
In accordance with Article 13 of H2020 model grant agreement the subcontracting may cover only
limited part of the action. However, subcontracting in a grant agreement should be assess on case
by case basis taking into account description of the topic. There is no fixed limit related to the part
of action, which can be subcontracted by beneficiaries.
In addition beneficiaries must make special arrangements regarding results produced by
subcontractors in order to be able fully comply with the obligation imposed by the provisions of
the grant agreement including intellectual property rights.

41

What is the percentage of co-funding / co-financing for academia and industrial partners?
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In accordance with H2020 rules for participation, in the innovation action the funding rate for
public, non-profit legal entities (like academia) may be up to 100% of total estimated eligible costs
of the action and for private, legal entities (like industrial partners) up to 70% of their total
estimated eligible cots of the action.

42

What is eligible for funding (personnel costs, travel, equipment, etc.)? What document should I
refer to?
In order to know which costs are eligible for funding, the JU recommends to study the following
reference documents:
1. Article 26 ‘’Eligibility of costs’’ of H2020 Rules for participation- Regulation no 1290/2013
(OJ.L 347/81 of 20.12.2013)
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/legal_basis/rules_participatio
n/h2020-rules-participation_en.pdf
2.

43

44

45

46

Article 6 of the H2020 model grant agreement ‘’Eligible and ineligible costs’’ – Annotated
Model Grant Agreement
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020amga_en.pdf

Can organisations from outside the EU take part?
Third Countries‘ participation in the Clean Sky programme is subject to Horizon 2020 rules, please
see Question #11 in the administrative part of the Q&A and read carefully the General Annex to
the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and CS2JU Work Plan available via the Funding & tender
opportunities Portal .
If they can, I assume they can’t receive funding from the grant, is that correct?
Third Countries‘ participation in the Clean Sky programme is subject to Horizon 2020 rules, please
see Question #11 in the administrative part of this Q&A and read carefully the General Annex to
the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and CS2JU Work Plan available via the Funding & tender
opportunities Portal.
In particular the team are looking to work with a team in China, there is a facility there they
would like to use. If a partner outside of the EU can’t take part, can we add costs for the
Durham team to travel to China and add costs for the Durham team to access and use the
facility?
Proposals may add this kind of cost but this must be duly justified. Note that the application of
resources will be evaluated against adequacy and efficiency, please see Question #8 in the
administrative part of this Q&A.
Are the eligibility rules for CfP11 topics identical to those of conventional Horizon 2020-RIA
projects in that the consortium needs to comprise at least three organisations from at least
three member states/associated countries?
In line with the Clean Sky Bi-Annual Work Plan 2020-2021, the following derogation applies to the
calls for proposals launched by the CS2JU regarding the minimum conditions for participation: an
application to a call for proposal will be considered eligible if it complies with the eligibility
conditions set out in the table below, depending on the type of action.
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47

What is the current position of UK entities for participation in CfP11 of CS2 (or any future calls
in CS2). Are they still eligible?
Following the provisions of the Withdrawal Agreement (2019 OJ C 384I/1) agreed between the
United Kingdom and the European Union, the UK-based legal entities will continue to be fully
eligible to participate and receive funding in the current 2014-2020 EU Programmes, including
H2020, as if the UK were a member state until the closure of these Programmes.
About call for proposal rules: Is it eligible to have as member of the Project Advisory Board a
person working in one of CS2 Core Partner organisations or for airworthiness authority such as
EASA?
If the applicant wishes to have a staff member of the Core Partner in AIR ITD as a member of the
project advisory group, the contribution of this person should be declared and presented in the
proposal as third party bringing in-kind contribution free of charge or against payment.
If the costs are presented as third party costs bringing in-kind contribution against payment, the
Core Partner must ensure that it does not charge the costs related to the work of the staff
member concerned under the GAM for the same type of services.
The same reasoning applies with regard to EASA staff member and its role in the project advisory
group.
Understanding from the given rule that JU Leaders cannot apply to THT projects as partners, is
it possible to include during the Project Negotiation or Execution one or more JU leaders to act
as monitoring entities, in order to improve the alignment and impact of the project activities
with the CS developments?. If affirmative and already having identified possible candidates,
would be of interest to indicate this into the THT proposal?
According to the Clean Sky rules, JU Leaders cannot apply to THT projects. In the framework of
Thematic Topic Projects, for the implementation of the action, the Consortium will directly refer
to the JU project officer.

48

49
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In order to assure alignment with the Clean Sky2 high level objectives as well as to maximize
impact and the potential exploitation of project results, among the others, the JU strongly
encourages the involvement of industry partners (either external companies or Clean Sky2
leaders) as a member of the project Advisory Board.
It is expected that potential members of this relevant board are defined at proposal stage as well
as the expected contributions and benefits.
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Large Passenger Aircraft IADP

Question / Answer
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-88: "Development of New digital Microphone-MEMSSensors for wind tunnels with open/closed test sections and flight tests”
1 In "general requirements", section 2.2.2.1, there is a height requirement of 1 mm. How
stringent is this requirement? Should we consider writing a proposal even if we know that
our solution will not be able to meet this requirement? (the solution in question can be made
5 mm in height). We expect that the solution can meet most of the other requirements listed.
The height requirement of 1 mm is a target and could be relaxed to up to 2 mm.
2

It is stated “For wind-tunnel tests and flight tests, some specifics slots could be proposed by
the topic manager to execute these tests.”
For clarification does this mean that the flight tests related requisites and activities are
provided under the Topic Manager (requirements-specifications, flight test aircraft,
installation activities led by Topic Manager and supported by consortium)? To what extent
(or not) does this also apply to the wind-tunnel tests that are mentioned?”
For flight test part, Airbus will propose some slots for flight tests. The consortium is expected to
provide some support for the flight test (how to handle the microphones and so on).
For the wind tunnel test, if the consortium has the possibility to integrate a partner with a small
wind tunnel facility it will be considered advantageous in terms of flexilibity. If not, Airbus will
propose some slots.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-89: "Advanced characterization of friction and surface
damage for gears running in loss of lubrication conditions”
1 The call specifies that tests at TRL2 and TRL3 should be performed at the same operating
range. We wonder if it is mandatory to reach 100 m/s both in rolling and sliding speeds, and
with both equipment. If the answer is no, we would like to know the lowest acceptable
operating range.
The requirement for TRL2 rig is 50 m/s sliding speed, with 100 m/s nice to have. For TRL3 rig, a
sliding speed of 50 m/s will be adequate. Generally, it is desired to have at least 100 m/s pitch
line velocity.
2 Do the test bench requirements (contact pressure and sliding speed) have to be met at the
same time? If not, what is the expected contact pressure for the high sliding speed test ?
Ideally, requirements would have to be met at the same time. Nevertheless, proposals that
meet 2000 Mpa contact pressure with slide-to-roll ratio >= 50% are acceptable.
3

What is expected in the research of solutions related to passive lubrication?
a)
a new lubricating system (without auxiliary and / or secondary system)?
b)
Or a new technology (coating for example)?
Solution a) is acceptable only without auxiliary system, solution b) is acceptable. Other
solutions might be:
a) Improved housing design/passive systems to retain lubrication under loss of oil
b) Improved gear teeth design (geometry, material) to withstand longer oil-interruption at
higher level of contact pressure
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4

Telemetry on TRL3 test bench must be available also at maximum speed?

It should be available. Nevertheless, proposals that meet telemetry availability with pitch line
velocity >= 70 m/s are acceptable.
5 Which is the lubricant starvation test stop criteria? Should a maximum contact temperature
be established or should it be tested until the gear fails due to catastrophic flank failure?
For temporary loss of lubrication (oil-interruption), the stop criteria can be a maximum contact
temperature that needs to be defined. This criteria will likely be connected to a scuffing event
occuring in case the threshold temperature is reached.
For permanent loss of lubrication (oil-off), the stop criteria is the ability to operate gears,
meaning that is linked to a catastrophic flank failure.
6 T2 mentions about certain ‘localised’ variables to be experimented (load, sliding speed,
rolling speed, roughness etc.). From a global perspective (i.e. end user, operator.), what
parameters are we permitted to use to infer friction characteristics i.e. operating speed,
torque etc.?
The applicant should define the design of the disks and the gears, as well as the global
operating conditions (rpm, torque, oil temperature), in order to meet the localised variables.
There are no particular restriction about rig size and operating conditions, as long as the
desired values of load, sliding speed, rolling speed are achieved.
7 T2 mentions that the TRL2 rig shall have the capability to test with ‘different materials’. Can
further elaboration be offered in terms of type of material or the attributes i.e. hard – hard,
hard – soft, soft – soft contacts?
The TRL2 rig design shall be such that different types of contacts are simulated, both in terms of
radius of curvature and material type. As far as type of material is concerned, we would like to
have the possibility to test same material of different roughness (i.e. different surface finishing),
as well as different material (steel vs steel contact, steel vs ceramic contact, ceramic vs ceramic
contact). Finally we would like to explore solutions with different coating and/or treatment that
might help under loss of lubrication conditions (both temporary and permanent).
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-90: "Automated thermography for inspection of welded
safety critical engine components"
1 What specific hardware do we have to release to the Topic Manager at the end of the
project?
Hardware in terms of sensory equipment, models, algorithms and such should be fully detailed
and demonstrated as well as any test objects developed by the consortium. The ownership, on
the other hand, to all hardware, equipment and test objects as will remain within the
consortium, no such transfer is anticipated to Topic manager.
2 In task 3 what does “sub-system” term refer to?

3

The total technology scope includes several parts referred to as sub-systems. Sub-systems are
thus related to sensory systems, automation, algorithms etc. The full demonstrated process will
include all developed sub-systems and should, as a whole, target the technology maturity as
described in the proposal.
In task 5 it is stated that “the demonstrator hardware will be supplied by the topic manager”.
What does “hardware” mean in this sentence?
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9

Hardware refers to full scale aero engine demonstrator component. The hardware
demonstrator component is described in the published topic description section 1. background.
What does hardware [HW] mean at Milestones M2 and M4?
HW in M2 – developed sub-system hardware (equipment such as sensory systems, algorithms
and process automation).
HW in M4 – physical test objects for capability demonstration (POD samples).
WP4 end-date and its corresponding milestone is planned for Month 18. However, the
submission of the corresponding Deliverable is planned for M20. Does it mean that the enddate of WP4 and its milestone should be shifted to M20?
Milestones should be kept prior WP end in order to incorporate lessons learned as well as
detailed and well communicated results.
Duration of the action is 24 months, so shouldn’t be the end-date of WP5 M24 instead of
M22?
Duration is 24 months and should of course allow opportunities for lessons learned and
dissimination of results. This is why Task 5 - “Final demonstration” was set prior to end date of
project.
Is the final part to be inspected on its own or it is integrated to a larger assembly?
The final demonstrator will probably consist of two super alloy sectors (as stated in Figure 3 of
the topic description) welded together. Size is typically 25 cm in all dimensions. The welded
assembly of sectors will be the final part to be inspected.
Is there a requirement for a manipulator that can rotate the part – E.g. in addition to the
robotic arm following the part geometry?
No this is not a requirement, but can of course be helpful in development and demonstration
work.
Is there a requirement to specify the exact heat source / excitation method to use?

The intended heat source and the way it will be developed should be described and detailed as
much as possible. This may not be seen as a requirement but still important in order to
motivate the consortium’s capability under section 4 “Special skills, Capabilities, Certification
expected from the Applicant(s)”. If you prefer to keep the heat source unspecified as a start
point please stateclearly how and when it will be selected and what development are expected
from that point.
10 Does the Topic Manager have a requirement for the defect types, part geometry etc. to be
produced as part of work package 4 on the 40 specimens ?
The specimens should give the possibility to do a capability estimation of the inspection
method for surface defects. The defect sizes must be well known and in a conservative way
represent typical defects, such as cracks, in a weld. The topic manager will provide input on
what sizes should be targeted in order to demonstrate inspection requirements (which is
typically around 1 mm).
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-91: "Development and validation of a method to predict
non-linear aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces with controls"
1 My question is about the determination of ice shapes. There is a formulation on p.33 of the
call document CS-GB-2019-11-21 WP Budget 2020-21:
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"The determination of the ice shapes will build on the work performed within ARE_Cfp10,
where these shapes will be obtained numerically".
Does it mean that the ice shapes will be provided to the contractor of the call by the Topic
Manager, or is it the responsibility of the contractor to obtain these shapes by himself?
The ice shapes will be provided by the Topic Manager, no need for numerical simulation or any
other activity to determine them.
In the proposal, it is stated that some characteristics of the wind tunnel, which appear at the
end of the document, are "essential".
We usually work with a wind tunnel that falls short on a couple of details (whilst fulfilling the
rest):
- the turbulence of our tunnel is 0.3% and we ask for a maximum of 0.25%
- we do not have uniformity measures, and the proposal requires 99% of flow uniformity
Can you please tell us if these criteria are disqualifying?
And in your opinion is it worth writing the proposal or are we going to get a bad score for not
meeting these criteria?
The required characteristics for the wind tunnel are the minimum which can be accepted by the
Topic Manager without further justification of the validity of the results by the applicants.
If the applicant(s) can justify technically in their proposal that the objectives of the topic can be
achieved with a wind tunnel of lower specifications (be those level of turbulence, uniformity of
flow, size of the test section, airspeed or any other relevant characteristic), the proposal shall
be deemed acceptable by the Topic Manager.
It must be noted, however, that the purpose of the topic is to study the stall characteristics of a
family of lifting surfaces and, therefore, low levels of turbulence are important. Likewise,
uniformity of the flow must be as high as possible in order to use the experimental results for
calibration of the numerical methods with a certain level of confidence. On this point, the use
of wind tunnels of open section, unless the size is significantly larger than the test specimen,
are discouraged. Finally, Reynolds number must be as high as possible in order to facilitate the
extension of the experimental results to flight Reynolds numbers with sufficient levels of
confidence.
To summarise, the wind tunnel characteristics specified in the topic call shall not be taken as
mandatory but, if not fulfilled by the applicant’s facilities, a particular justification is expected
by the Topic Manager substantiating the validity of the experimental results in the context of
the objectives sought.
Regarding the wind tunnel prototype, do we have to develop system for an automatic
movable control deflection ?
Automatic control deflection is not necessary, the deflections can be changed manually.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-92: "Optimization of APU Exhaust Muffler Thermal Barrier
and Air Intakes construction Technologies"
1 Full scale test: Would it be possible to get an APU available for a full-scale acoustic test?
Would such a test on a full-scale prototype be an added value for the proposal or just
simulation might regarded to be sufficient?
Please consider that for this activity, a simulation would be considered as sufficient. It is not
anticipated at this moment to have access to an APU testing facility nor flight test aircraft.
2 Exhaust Mufflers: Should any option of blanket design considered being not removable from
the exhaust pipe, would that be a problem for maintenance operations?
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This approach would be perfectly acceptable. The exhaust muffler can be removed as an
equipment from the aircraft (Line Replaceable Unit approach). If a blanket repair is performed,
it is usually done outside the aircraft or in maintenance shop.
Air-intake: Would it be interesting to propose any similar material as for the Exhaust Muffler?
Operating temperatures for intake and muffler are quite different and so are the noise
attenuation frequencies. However, if a material, or a build-up concept of materials can meet
the requirements for both equipments, it can be proposed provided that necessary
justifications are provided.
Reduction of Consumption: Is the contribution of the solution to aircraft fuel burn reduction
mainly expected through weight reduction or do you expect any other type of gains from the
project itself?
Weight reduction is considered the main contributor. It can also be an enabler for APUs that
have a more efficient combustion by running at higher Combustion Temperature.
Future APU specifications for more electrical aircraft: What might be evolving in APU
specifications in the future (re : APU power, dimension of APU Air-Intake, APU exhaust
temperature, APU location, In-flight Usages,) that might be interesting to take into account ?
Related to this point, an electrical APU is significantly smaller in size than a conventional one, as
all the weight and power required to compress air is removed. The weight and power of the
electrical generation increases, but in the overall trade, the APU is more light and compact. In
terms of APU exhaust temperature, a more efficient engine might be associated to a higher
EGT, though this has an adverse impact on APU life and a higher operational temperature of the
exhaust Muffler. Current State of the Art APU can be considered as a valid starting point for this
proposal.
Does the noise attenuation requirement expressed for both muffler exhaust and air intake
and exhaust) refer to the acoustic isolation of the material, or conversely, it is a requirement
related to the final attenuation that the whole device (muffler or intake) introduces on the
noise level generated by the APU?
The values provided for attenuation are in line with the frequencies that typically an APU
provides for inlet (compressor noise) and exhaust muffler (jet noise). The overall specified
values that is measured is for the complete system, and not for its isolated parts.
Is there any specific limit to the maximum pressure drop in the APU exhaust in order to do
not compromise APU operation?
Yes. The maximum pressure drop in the APU exhaust is limited as the overall performances of
the complete system can be impacted by the exhaust. This value will be specified by the topic
manager at the start of the project.
The topic calls seeks, first, the definition of materials to meet the functional requirements for
Exhaust Muffler and Air Intake, as well as their validation and verification by means of
modeling and test. Additionally, it requires the development of a design concept (PDR level)
for the Exhaust Muffler and Air Intake. However, it does not require the manufacturing and
testing of that concepts for, let’s say, carrying out Full Scale Tests. Can you confirm that the
topic call does not require any manufacturing or testing of the developed concept for Exhaust
Muffler or Air Intake?
Manufacturing and Testing of the materials is required in the development of this project,
please refer to section 2.3. of the topic description. A coupon test is proposed as a full scale test
is quite a complex task that is usually only done on a full certification project.
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Additionally, the manufacturing of a prototype is requested for both the muffler and the intake
as described in section 2.6, however these prototypes will not be tested. The aim is to show
that the materials proposed can be transferred to an actual physical design concept.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-93: "Engine bleed jet pumps continuous behaviour
modelization"
1

In what form the specification for the manufacture of jet pumps will be given by the Topic
Manager (WP1.2)?
Specifications for the manufacturing of jet pumps will be provided via CAD model (DS CATIA V5),
detailing internal dimensions and tolerances expected.

2

What is the maximum number of jet pumps expected to be manufactured (minimum of three
according to “Scope of works” on P.47)?
In the project, a minimum of three and a maximum of five jet pumps are expected to be
manufactured.

3

What is the range of change (“Background”, Figure on P. 47):
- pressure and temperature of the primary flow (cut 1);
- pressure and temperature of a secondary flow (cut 0);
- back pressure after the diffuser (cut 5).
The range of pressure and temperature at cut 0, 1 & 5 are detailed below:
• In the cut 1 : the range of pressure is 1 bara to 5 bara, and the range of temperature is 20°C to
200°C
• In the cut 0 : the range of pressure is 1 bara to 3 bara, and the range of temperature is 20°C to
200°C
• In the cut 5 : the back pressure is regulated to reach a targeted mass flow, so the range of
pressure is 1bara to 5 bar.
Considering that, a maximum pressure ratio of 4 between cut1 & cut0 must be attainable.
Then, beyond range of pressure & temperature specified above, there is no specific requirements
in terms of air humidity rate and air filtration for the experiments.

4

Experiments for back pressure as a function of time are also performed for a fixed temperature
(WP2.2)?
Yes, experiments for back pressure as a function of time are also expected to be performed for a
fixed temperature.

5

How many approximate experimental modes are planned?
One target of the CfP is to develop the capability to model jet pump behaviour taking into account
the whole operational envelop with a strong focus on transition phases. The different phases of
the operational envelope are mentioned in the answer n°8 and the considered range of pressure
& temperature are mentioned in the answer n°3. Those elements would help applicants to
propose a Design Of Experiment (DOE), which will have to be agreed with the Topic Manager in
the project.

6

Is air heating by mixing with combustion products allowed for high temperature experiment
modes?
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Air heating by mixing with combustion products could be an acceptable options, provided that
all physical and chemical characteristics of the fluid injected in the jet pump (cp, R and Gamma)
are provided, to ensure that tests results can be exploited by excluding fluid specificities.
By adding complexity for the analysis of tests results, this option is not the preferred one to
ensure air heating for the test set-up.
7

According to WP1.1: “… In order to establish the operating modes modelling in static
conditions, CFD analysis must be performed on different geometries that will be provided by
the Topic Manager at the beginning of the project…”. Does this mean that all theoretical and
experimental investigations are performed for devices of a given geometry, which is provided
by the Topic Manager?
Yes, specifications for the manufacturing of jet pumps will be provided via CAD model (DS CATIA
V5), detailing internal dimensions and tolerances expected. In the project, a minimum of three
and a maximum of five jet pumps are expected to be manufactured.

8

What is supposed to be tested for no-flow conditions («Background», P. 47)?
The CfP objective is to model the thermodynamic static and dynamic behaviour of a jet pump in
all its operating envelope. Basic modelling of jet pump is well described in the literature, and well
known for the normal operating phases:
• Phase a : not zero primary flow (cut1), not zero secondary flow (cut0) and not zeroflow at the
jet pump outler (cut5)
• Phase b : not zero primary flow (cut1), zero secondary flow (cut0) and not zeroflow at the jet
pump outler (cut5)
• Phase c : zero primary flow (cut1), not zero secondary flow (cut0) and not zeroflow at the jet
pump outler (cut5)
• Phase d : High pressure available in cut 0 but zeroflow at the jet pump outler (cut5)
• Phase e : High pressure available in cut 1 but zeroflow at the jet pump outler (cut5)
The aim of this project is to establish a robust, efficient and accurate model taking into account
the whole operational envelop with a strong focus on transition phases which are detailed below:
• Transition from phase a to phase b & Transition from phase b to phase a
• Transition from phase a to phase c & Transition from phase c to phase a
• Transition from phase b to phase c & Transition from phase c to phase b
• Transition from phase b to phase e & Transition from phase e to phase b
• Transition from phase c to phase d & Transition from phase d to phase e
• Transition from phase a to phase d & Transition from phase d to phase a
• Transition from phase a to phase e & Transition from phase e to phase a

9

DoE for testing: are more details available regarding the expected testing operating ranges of
pressure, temperature and mass flow of the three inlet/outlet ports?
See answer n°3

10 Is the ejector geometry going to be provided by the TM? Or just the general specifications?
Does it have planar or axially symmetric cross section?
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Yes, specifications for the manufacturing of jet pumps will be provided via CAD model (DS CATIA
V5), detailing internal dimensions and tolerances expected.
It could have a planar cross section.
11 If possible, we would like to have more information on the integration of the Jet Pump inside
the air system layout in the aircraft environment. Where is the ejector going to be placed? Is it
going to be used to pump low-pressure bleed air, RAM air or Cabin air?
The CfP objective is to model the thermodynamic static and dynamic behaviour of a jet pump in
all its operating envelope, with a strong focus on transition phases. The different phases of the
operational envelop are mentioned in the answer n°8 and the considered range of pressure &
temperature are mentioned in the answer n°3. Those elements are deemed sufficient to enable
the understanding of the context and expectation of the CfP.
As such, the jet pump integration within the overall system is out of the scope of the CfP.
12 Experimental facility availability:
- Which is the expected maximum mass flow rate to be delivered to the primary nozzle?
- Can the suction air be drawn from the ambient?
- Is there any requirement regarding the suction air conditions (filtration, temperature,
humidity and pressure control) for the different operating modes?
- Is there an expected operability range of the Jet Pump exit port pressure?
•

The expected maximum mass flow rate to be delivered to the primary nozzle is 0.700 kg/s

• One of the target of the CfP is to model the unsteady behaviour of the jet pump when the
primary began to be supplied in air while the secondary is already supplied. So the test bench has
to be able to supply air in the secondary with zero flow in the primary, which is deemed not
realistic with ambient air only at cut 0.
• The range of pressure and temperature at the primary, secondary and outlet are defined in
the answer to question 3.
13 The “Closed loop conditions (temperature, flow and pressure)” mentioned in WP2.1 is referred
to a closed loop control system (by some logic or electronics) or it means that exiting air from
jet pump is recirculated at the inlet?
In this last case, is it going to be recirculated at the primary or secondary inlet? This condition
has to be tested experimentally?
In the topic description, the “Closed loop conditions (temperature, flow and pressure)”
mentioned in WP2.1 referred to a closed loop control system.
14 In the background chapter the TM mentions that “the different operating and off-design modes
to be considered are: - secondary flow induced by primary flow, - primary flow without
secondary flow, - secondary flow without primary flow, - reverse flows, - no flow conditions.
For the “secondary flow without primary flow” condition, is there a requirement regarding the
system used to generate such condition? Is a compressor/blower in the secondary flow line
expected to be used?
To generate the "secondary flow without primary flow " condition, a compressor is indeed
expected to be used.
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15 In WP2.1 the Topic Manager says that "[...] dynamic jet pumps analysis is also necessary (0D
system model/CFD coupling; 0D system model could be provided by the Topic Manager)".
Does this mean that the boundary conditions for CFD simulations are to be dynamically
provided by a direct coupling with the Dymola model of the HVAC system?
Or else, the transient conditions will be provided by the TM as an assigned "bleed system tests
scenario", to be also tested experimentally?
The topic manager could provide a dynamic Dymola system model that has to be coupled with a
jet pump dynamic CFD model to cover the transient behaviors of the jet pump.
Static and dynamic CFD analysis and tests results will be used to build a robust and accurate jet
pump Modelica model representative of the jet pump behavior in all its operating envelope,
covering the transient conditions.
16 When considering operating envelope, what are expected limits of operation on „inlet” of
Flow2 i.e. maximum flow, range of pressure and temperature o the „0” crossection of scheme
?
See answer 3. The maximum cut 0 mass flow is 0.700 kg/s.
17 What is expected range of flow parameters on the outlet of merged flows i.e. on the
crossection (5) of scheme ?
In the cut 5 : the back pressure is regulated to reach a targeted massflow, so the range of pressure
is 1bara to 5 bara. The maximum cut 5 massflow is 0.700 kg/s.
18 Is it accepted to proceed model validation test in the configuration, when the pressure on the
crossection (0) is above atmospheric pressure and in the room temperature ? In other words,
is it acceptable to proceed with model validation in the scaled up environmental conditions ?
Proceeding with model validation in the scaled up environmental conditions will most likely not
enable to validate the modelling of all transitions as requested by the topic. See also answer 8.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-94: "Installed UHBR Nacelle Off-Design Performance
Characteristics"
1

What range of full-scale mass flows/fan-pressure ratios are anticipated for the take-off,
approach, high-lift, windmill and idle conditions at each Mach number?
The actual mass flow of the engine will depend on the fan size and thrust, and it would thus be
best to try and answer in a non-dimensional way.
There are a number of references in the public domain which give the fan pressure ratio of UHBR
cycle engines. There are also a number of published papers which give guidance on windmilling
conditions.
As the LPA-01-94 Topic requires testing of both external cowl behaviour and also nozzle
characteristics from the question it is not possible to ascertain if the question refers to both
technical topics.
For the cowl it would be possible to provide approx. capture streamtube ratios relative to the
intake highlight.
For the exhaust a review of literature should provide a view on the ranges appropriate for
MTO/Cruise.
For windmill there will be no pressure rise across the fan and the pressure losses through the LP
stage and exhaust will determine the exit conditions. If no internal loss is assumed, the fan nozzle
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exit pressure ratio can be calculated from the flight speed. Please advise if this does not provide
sufficient clarification.
2

The wind tunnel speed requirements for the aerodynamic and acoustic test rig are not
consistent and unclear. Can they be defined more specific and consistent ?
For the aerodynamic and acoustic testing the requirements have been written to allow
prospective consortia to propose use of a number of possible facilities; and the objective was to
try and provide both details of the full range of interest and a narrower range which highlights
the key acceptable range for the low and high speed flight regimes:
For Aerodynamics the requirement is to understand the behaviour of installed UHBR nacelle
cowls under off design windmill conditions; which encompasses two flight regimes:Aerodynamics Measurement External Cowl Behaviour


Take Off high lift condition in the M=0.25 to 0.30 range is considered acceptable.



Cruise clean wing with wind milling engine in the M=0.50 to 0.80 range.

It would be acceptable to use a dedicated rig to just test sections of nacelles, for either or both
of these requirements.
Aerodynamics Measuring Installed Exhaust Suppression


Understanding exhaust nozzle suppression under high lift at windmill and idle flows is
key to understanding engine mass flow.



Testing is required of a representative civil separate jet exhaust system under a high lift
configuration, a M range from M=0.25 to 0.5 is requested. A reduced upper range to
M=0.30 could potentially be considered if the proposed rig can be aligned with the
external cowl test requirement.



This test will require a civil separate jet exhaust model, and wing.

Acoustic Testing


The primary requirement for acoustic testing is to acquire jet flap interaction data at Take
Off exhaust pressure ratios under a low speed high lift configuration. It is envisaged that
the Mn range would be the same as the Aerodynamic Exhaust suppression test.
It would be desirable to test at cruise Mn with a clean wing; but this is not essential, testing at a
lower Mn with a clean wing could be discussed.
3

Simulation of the external fan cowl flow with a DSFR blown nozzle seems unrealistic and
duplication of the intake capture stream tube is even impossible. Could this requirement be
clarified?
The CfP proposal was written to provide options in the choice of facility and rigs used. It is not
necessarily envisaged the same rig would be used for all testing.
For the external fan cowl testing an option could be to use a dedicated rig, potentially only testing
a section of a cowl, which does not directly simulate a blown exhaust jet. The key test condition
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required for external cowl aerodynamic testing are windmill where the jet pressure ratio will be
close to the flight speed ram ratio anyway.
Equally for the exhaust testing it is not necessary to represent a full cowl; a sting mounted
exhaust would be acceptable. The primary objective is to measure nozzle suppression with a
wing, at windmill and idle flows for the aerodynamic testing. Take off jet conditions would be
required for the acoustic jet flap interaction testing.
4

Are the external cowl shapes to be tested available at start of the project or is the
design&manufacture part of the project?
It should be assumed that the consortia will be responsible for the definition of the cowl shapes.
It is recommend that consortia conduct a literature survey at the start of the Project. The topic
manager will comment on the information provided to highlight parameter ranges of most
interest.

5

High fidelity/high accuracy flow measurements are required but it is not described what that
this exactly means. Can the topic manager give some clarification on which flow phenomena
will have to be measured?
A key primary objective of this Project is to measure installed exhaust suppression under idle and
windmill conditions. High accuracy in this context means measurement of exhaust flow within
+/-1% is strongly desired, and necessary calibration will need to be conducted to achieve this
requirement
For Aerodynamic cowl testing high fidelity means obtaining a set of date suitable for calibrating
CFD and building a detail understanding of the flow physics on the nacelle that standard
techniques such as steady surface static tappings cannot provide. This could include, near surface
PIV, LDA, Schlieren for regions of high speed flow, surface mounted dynamic pressure
transducers pressure, novel techniques for determining boundary layer transition such as
thermography etc; oil flows and pressure sensitive paint,. It is expected that the consortia will
propose a range of appropriately mature techniques, and also suggest mid TRL techniques which
could be advanced by this testing opportunity, recognising the RIA status of this proposal.
For the acoustic testing a level of detail of the required instrumentation has been provided in the
proposal.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-95: "Passive Actuated Inlet or UHBR engine ventilation"
1

The text topic explains that the system will be implemented in the engine core compartment
on the nacelle outer fixed structure. The maximum engine core compartment air temperature
surrounding the system is ranged between 100°C to 200°C. However , in order to select the
best range of SMA materials, I would like to know more details about the maximum but also
the minimum values at each point. Therefore the questions are the following:
a) What is the environment temperature (maximum and minimum values) range at the
passive actuated inlet?
b) What is the environment temperature range at the heat source? (maximum and
minimum values)
c) The above questions correspond to both extremities of the heat pipes then, what is the
length distance between these two points?
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a) Tair-min = -55°C at ambient temperature / Tair-max = 120-150°C with Fan air approx.
100°C
b) Tair-min = -55°C at ambient temperature / Tair-max = 150°C with Fan air approx. 100°C
c) 50cm to 200cm
2

a) Number of activation cycles/ Lifetime
b) Activation Force, i.e. the force that we need in total to move the “part” that needs to
be moved.
c) Activation Stroke, i.e. the displacement that the actuator shall overcome with each
cycle
d) Activation temperature for opening, and also the temperature upon cooling for the
closing movement
e) Available installation space for the dimensions of the actuator system
f) Necessary dynamics for an activation cycle
a)
b)
c)
d)

30000 to 50000 cycles / 20 years
Depends on kinematics : 0,4-0,5 bars dP in-btw zones – approx. 25mm ventilation holes
Depends on kinematics  depends on solution proposed by partners
Air temperature to open : 150°C to 200°C , Air temperature to close : around 100°C or
below
e) Enveloppe max. : 200mm x 40mm x 40mm TBC
f) Need of quick opening during Take-off phase, 10sec. max TBC
3

The call seems to address the modification of existing structure of UHBR engine ventilation in
the passive actuated inlet component:
a.
Is (will be) available the system schemes (documentation); is it multichannel
system with one/many inlets
b.

Is available the design space for actuation system (including geometry)

c.

The patent solution is considered as a driver; is it available?

a. No system schemes more than in the topic description is available at this stage.
More information will be provided at the start of the project. The idea is to have
each ventilation inlet independent with own associated passive system for each of
inlets
b. Enveloppe max. : 200mm x 40mm x 40mm TBC
c. The patent is publicly available : US10590799 - filled on 17 October 2018. Please
Check here

4

The ventilation system use to be used for core engine compartment usually for turbine first
stage cooling:
a. Is considered ventilation system dedicated to turbine blades or to stator
blades or both
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b. Is the flow ducts structure known or only flow inlet/outlet parameters on
the front of actuator flush control element (and behind it?)

That system aim at thermo-regulating passively the ventilation of core compartment not
turbines. Therefore:
a.
no
b.
Flow ducts structure to determine/converge during project (approx. passage
25mm diameter) ; aerothermal requirements upstream and downstream the “valve”
could be known.
5

Considered heat pipe:
a. should it be developed on the entire length from sensing point? If so, will
be available the necessary design space?
b. Is heat pipe type predetermined (ex. by patent or by supplier?)

a. Yes, the applicant(s) are expected to develop the complete system from
temperature sensing to control element. Inputs will be provided at the start
of the project.
b. No, it is to be proposed by the applicant(s).
6

When passive actuator development is considered, will it be available demanded control
characteristics; will be available the characteristic of inlet or ventilation flow in terms of
temperature of preselected heat source to be monitored?
If necessary for the development, some data could be shared at the start of the project to directly
or indirectly (through calculation) reply to those requests.

7

Is the integration of engine ventilation system (or passive actuator components) in
competences of prospected project leader or in the competences of UHBR leader ?
System development competencies are requested with abilities to validate some requirements
related to the integration of the system in its environment.
The topic manageris responsible of integration and at least will validate system development in
regard to its environment.

8

When ground and flight validation (T8 and T9) is considered, will it be done directly on the
engine demonstrator on the UHBR development leader facilities, or it is aimed to be done on
virtual or augmented reality environment? Who is responsible for tests program?
Intent is to test on physical demonstrator. The topic manager will be responsible for this but will
need support from the applicant(s) to achieve tests preparation and conduction.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-01-96: "Analytical and experimental characterization of
aerodynamic and aeroacoustic effects of closely operating propellers for distributed propulsion
wing solutions"
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1

Does the scaling factors of > ¼ for test specimens apply to both phase 1 and phase 2 of the
developments? It is not clear if test specimens for phase 2 have to be 4-5m large or can they
be scaled.
The scaling factor applies to all specimens, the value given being an approximate recommended
value. The 4 to 5 m span vs 3m chord is given just for reference of what the real size section
would be. Evidently, the larger the WTT section the better, however other factors are more
important than just size, like the proper control/characterization of wall interference effects /
blockage, the proper thrust generation, etc.

2

Requirements for wind tunnel testing are not clear to me. The European organizations with
required capabilities for speed and size are already core partners in LPA. I refer to ONERA and
DLR. Can they apply as applicants? If not can they be sub-contractors?
Members of Clean Sky 2 can't apply to a topic issued in an ITD/IADP where they are already
involved. They can be involved exceptionally as subcontractor on condition their activity is not a
core part of the topic and the volume of subcontracted works remains limited compared to the
total volume of activities. Otherwise, the score on "Implementation" (one of the 3 evaluation
criteria of a proposal) might be lowered considering inappropriate use of resources or the level
of risk associated to the dependency on an external party. As such, we strongly recommend
seeking a WTT service provider that is not already a member of LPA IADP. Please also refer to
Administrative Question n°34.

3

Can aspects of propeller design and performance be considered or is the call more interested
in the interaction between the wing and the propellers?
This topic is focused on propeller – wing interactions. Propeller design is not part of the call
targets.

4

Why is the reducing Noise emissions tick-box not ticked on page 66? The call mentions CAA and
acoustics and puts these in the essential skills required but yet shows just CO2 at the target
areas of impact. This affects the first part of the proposal that is related to the LPA and its
objectives.
Noise characterization of the interaction effects between propellers and between propellers &
wings is requested in order to understand the noise impact of closely operating propellers &
associated effects. Purpose of these studies is, at the end of the day, to have a better insight of
noise mechanisms and a design to reduce noise. So indeed, the noise reduction box could have
been ticked.

5

There is no milestone for the TM to provide the range of parameters of page 68, could this be
seen as part of M1? It is important since it affects the time-plan.
Yes, this is understood to be part of M1, although a certain consolidation/discussion with the
topic manager is expected.

6

Do we need flaps for configuration c?
No, this configuration needs no flap.

7

Is the section of the wings given?
Yes, geometries will be provided for a) and b). See answer to question 6 on c).
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8

Who did the identification of configs 1a to 1c as promising? Is there any info to be shared?
The identification of promising configurations has been done by contributing LPA members.
Information on geometries and selection criteria will be shared with the winning applicant(s).

9

How much sweep do we have in configuration 1c. Is it mandatory? This is not given in the list
of parameters to investigate on page 68 and no amount of sweep is specified.
A certain level of sweep was intended, with limited range (e.g. below 10º).

11 In reference to page 68 “….The idea is to compare this characterization (including flow
behaviour and interactions) against WTT data…”. Are these existing data in the literature? Data
the TM will make available? Or is the text referring to the data that will be generated in this
project? Clarify!
The text refers to the data that will be generated in the project.
12 In reference to page 69 “…prepare the necessary propeller control system for wind tunnel
testing”. Please clarify: Is this the pitch control system? RPM control system? Other kind of
control?
Applicant(s) will have to prepare a thrust system that allows representative flow in the tunnel.
Fixed or variable pitch propellers is a decision to be taken by the applicant(s) and that needs to
be duly justified in the proposal. Note however that variable pitch - remotely controlled - seems
complicated. RPM will have to be controlled in any case.
13 Is it OK to have the final models with fixed geometry? What conditions?
If this question refers to the models of the second phase, yes, overall fixed geometry could be
accepted, although a minimal range in the high lift devices would be desirable.
14 Do we need average or instantaneous loads and flow data for Phases 1 and 2?
Standard procedures in WTT with turning propellers do require high frequency measurement of
blade loads (at least one per propeller) to avoid fatigue life issues & blade loss during tests. 1P
loads and wing section loads can be monitored at low frequency / averaged.
15 For the call, a set of CFD simulations are required for the numerical characterization of the wing
models. As the call states, one of the objectives of the comparison between CFD simulations
and WTT is to provide "guidelines on the adequate simulation of effects with existing CFD
tools". Is "CFD tools" referring to standard CFD codes or to CFD methods?
The main purpose is to learn how to best model such configuration with CFD. However the call is
not focused in new code developments, but the successful application of current standards, if
need be with minor add-ons. Developing this skills will be most useful for the Topic Manger
organization if standard industrial codes are used.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-02-35: "Innovative disbond arrest features for long thermoplastic
welded joints"
1

Is it possible to have access to information related to the materials (fibre material, fibre length,
fibre density, resin type) and manufacturing processes of Multifunctional Fuselage
Demonstrator skin, stringers and stringer clips? The presence of long fibres compared to short
ones could, for instance, affect feasibility and quality of the Friction Stir Welding process.
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The material of the fuselage skin is LM PAEK 194 GSM unidirectional long fibre. The material of
the clip is the same but instead of long fibres it will have chopped fibres of varying lengths. On
average the length of these fibres is expected to be around 5mm.
2

The scope of WP2 is to mature the specific dustless Disbound Arrest Feature manufacturing an
installation process implying that a promising feature has already been identify in
thermoplastic Friction Stir Welding. Is it that the case or a certain freedom is allowed in
developing the novel arrest feature by suggesting other techniques at least as backup
solutions?
The preferred technology is Friction Stir Welding and the applicant should have the capability of
developing this technology further. However, if some alternatives can be explored as a second
solution this would be welcome.

3

Does the project allow any degree of freedom in changing component geometries (stringer clip
geometry, for instance) to improve disponed performance and facilitate industrialisation?
No. The clips are developed by another consortium. At the expected start of this topic, tooling
will already have been ordered for the clips.

4

Which materials or alloys are of interest for the DAFs? Should the DAFs be rather thermoplastic
composite or are metallic DAFs also accepted?
Metallic DAFs compatible with carbon fibre reinforced composites in terms of galvanic corrosion
are preferred.

5

Will the Topic Manager provide DAFs and CFRP panels/skins/clips/stringers used now in LPA
Platform 2 WP2.1, in case the Applicant proposes only a solution to install/join them to the
skin, etc.? Alternatively, should the Proposal also include the manufacturing of
metal/composite disbond arrest features parts (such as rivets, clips or similar) and CFRP
panels/skins/clips/stringers in the budget (manufacturing of parts)?
Please find below our expectations:
 The applicant should provide the DAFs.
 The applicant should provide/develop a robot end effector to install the DAFs
 The topic manager will provide test articles (composites) for initial trials.
 The topic manager will arrange access to the site (Delft, the Netherlands) where the
demonstrator will be assembled. The site is a dedicated pilot plant equipped with a
gantry and robots.

The applicant will need to budget to be on site in Delft, the Netherlands, to demonstrate
the technology on the 8m long, 4m wide demonstrator.
6

Is one single technology per DAF of interest, or are combined joining techniques acceptable?
It is expected that a single technology to install the DAF would be sufficient. Friction stir welded
inserts are of particular interest as they provide a dustless joining technique and are a relatively
fast installation technique, which can be highly automated using robots.

7

Is the use of sealants and adhesives intended or required?
Sealants or adhesives are not required. The topic manager will use thermoplastic welding
techniques to join the parts. To assure that any disbond may not propagate to critical dimensions
DAFs need to be installed as a second step.
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8

Is the production of demonstrator part of the deliverable in WP2? If so, how many
demonstrator parts should be produced?
See the answer at question 5, the Topic Manager will provide carbon – thermoplastic test articles.

9

What are the minimal strength requirements for the joints of DAF, both in-plane and out-ofplane?
This is currently unknown. The simulation activity should provide more insight in the required
strength data.

10 Are there any preliminary conditions for the industrialization plan in D4 of WP1? Does it refer
to any machinery already available at the site of the Topic Leader?



The applicant will need to provide the robotic end effector with appropriate interfaces
and software to conduct the task.
The topic manager will make a robot hanging on a gantry system available.

11 Will the long welded joints of the thermoplastic composites, for which the DAFs are intended,
be performed or provided by the Topic Leader? Or should these tasks be budgeted, outsourced
or included in the Proposal/Consortium activities?
The topic manager will provide the test articles and will be welding stringers to skins through
using conduction welding.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-02-37: "Thermoplastic fuselage repair process integrated on
manufacturing line"
1

Shall the partners design by themselves the repair patch, or will the topic leader define himself
the stacking?
Proposal shall be provided by partners and aligned and agreed with Topic Manager.

2

Is it possible to include in the proposal a non-funded contribution with a known Airbus team
(independently of the Topic Manager)?
In principle this is possible provided that the targeted deliverables and requirements of the topic
are complied with.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-LPA-03-19: "Concept for Pilot State Monitoring system operation in
commercial aviation"
1

In the topic, one of the key objectives is ”the installation and setup of the PSM system in the
aircraft cockpit”.
The first installation of Pilot Monitoring System into the aircraft is expected at T0 + 7 months
(Task 3).
This seems to be a very short deadline to develop a prototype that is allowed to be on board a
flying aircraft.
Regarding this issue, what are the certification constraints on the PMS during the phase 1 (T0
+ 7 months) and phase 2 (T0 + 17 months) of the project? Does the prototype need a
Supplemental Type Certificate to be on board?
The installation and setup of the PSM system will be incremental. The prototype for the first
installation (T0+7) will be delivered by Topic Manager. It is being developed in the core CS2
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program and will be ready by the start of the CfP project. It is expected that the first installed
prototype and sensors will cover only minimum viable configuration of the full PSM system. This
configuration will be based on operator’s target A/C configuration, specification and
requirements delivered in T0+3. Phase 2 installation will reflect the results from the first phase.
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-REG 01-20 - “Aerodynamics experimental characterization and new
experimental testing methodologies for distributed electrical propulsion”
1 Since the 800keuro budget for designing, building and testing (with different experimental
methodologies) the model in a WT able to achieve reynolds number around 3.5 million is
limited, we would like to know if it is possible to use a 2D model in our possession designed
with three engines whose position can be varied in spanwise direction. In this case, only minor
modifications would be needed to adapt the model to the various measurement needs. In this
way it would be possible
a) Spend only part of the budget for model modifcation
b) Consider a WT capable of reaching the required Ryenoilds
c) Perform most of the tests
d) Perform CFD tests to optimize the experimental campaign
e) Carry out a WT data analysis also considering CFD simulations
The main objective of the proposed tests is the physical understanding of distributed propulsion
propeller wake/airfoil interaction and distributed propulsion effectiveness. The main phenomena
to be addressed are independent from the specific airfoil geometry.
Therefore, it is not necessary to refer to a specific airfoil geometry, and, if beneficial for the
project it will be possible to use an already available model.
Of course provided that the geometry of the model can be made available to the topic leader so
that a proper test data analysis can be performed.
2 The topic description requires investigation of different propeller diameters. On the other
hand, one of key elements of this topic is to capture the effect of spacing between propeller.
Can we assume that it means, that axes of propellers remains in the same position while we
vary the propeller diameters?
If the propellers axes position is not changed when the propeller diameters are varied there will
be a coupling between two different effects, the propeller diameters and the propeller spacing,
and it will be difficult to separate the impact of these two effects. Therefore, it would be
preferable to allow also propeller axes position changes. Nevertheless, taking into account the
technical complexity of such solution, even if not preferred, solutions with fixed propeller axes
will be considered.
3 The topic description suggests to measure loads acting on only one section of investigated
wing, behind the central propeller. Is the width of this section fixed or must be varied with
variation of propeller diameter?
The main objective of the tests will be the measurement of the forces acting in the wing section
limited by the centerline of the gaps between the central propeller and the two lateral propellers.
This implies that either the width of the central section should be varied, or a solutions to
evaluate aerodynamic forces on this section should be proposed. Nevertheless, also in this case,
even if not preferred, solutions with fixed central section width will be considered.
It is however mandatory to separate the forces acting on the propellers and the forces acting on
the wing central section.
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-AIR-01-46: "Evaluation of NDT Techniques for Assessment of Critical
Process and Manufacturing Related Flaws and Defects for a Ti-alloy"
1 In the topic, a particular method is preferred between Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) among the Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) AM
processes?
The method requested in the topic is Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) which is one AM-process.
2

Task 2 covers manufacturing of AM specimens. It says that one batch will be kept in untreated
surface conditions while a 2nd batch will be milled. Does this mean that both batches should
be manufactured by AM? Or one batch should be manufactured by AM and one by
conventional methods, like CNC-milling?
Both batches will be produce by L-PBF AM technique.

3

Task 2 also says that a post process heat treatment will be applied for relaxation of residual
stresses, which will probably produce a low residual stress state in Ti-alloys. Is analysis of the
residual stresses relevant in this case?
That can be a part in Task 2.

4

In the call description, it is not explicitly mentioned the expected TRL before the project starts
and the expected TRL when the project ends. Can you clarify this?
Because the call is mentioning different NDT technologies the expected TRLs are not defined at
the moment.
Why is it specified two geometries specimens: cylinder specimens and plate specimens ?

5

This two geometries are typical industry standard for Aerospace.
6

Why such precise geometry are needed for fatigue tests ?
Precise geomtry are important in fatigue to eliminate large distribution.

7

In terms of fatigue tests, will the fatigue tests be performed in Axial Force-Controlled or in
Strain-Controlled?
Axial Force-Controlled.

8

It is possible to obtain some indications on the specific importance given by the Topic
Manager to different NDT characteristics during the technique selection process. For instance,
what is the suggested trade-off between technique cost and accuracy?
Technique cost and accuracy are a balance always in aerospace and will be discussed In the
project.
Is the development of the life prediction model subordinate to the NDT selection, assumed to
be the proposal main goal, or Non-Destructive Techniques have to be selected with the
purpose of helping the development of the most accurate fatigue prediction model?
Non-Destructive technologies first, then prediction model.

9

10 Is any information about the additive manufacturing component reference service life and
load conditions (multiaxiality, spectrum etc.) available from the Topic Manager?
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The component is a test specimen (Figure1 in the call); service life load conditions will be
aerospace compliant.
11 We plan to submit on JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-AIR-01-46 with following competences:
a. Ti alloy Selective Laser Melting 3D printing
b. NDT inspection using: (1) CT scan, (2) Eddy current
c. Destructive Test to get more reliable ground truth using : (1) microscopy (2)
fatigue test (3) combined fatigue/CT scan
d. Data analytics and degradation models
Would these competences be enough for the call?
How extensive should be the proposed work beyond state of the art and which TRL level is
expected?
This competence are a good ground for the call.
12 How extensive should be the innovative aspects in the proposal compared to the state of
practice in aerospace industry? Would expertise of Ti printing & associated post-processing
for other industries (automotive, medical, etc.) be enough or should that be specifically for
aerospace industry?
Know-how in Ti64 is always good. Different industry have different requirements.
13 Is it also the purpose to have an aerospace stakeholder in the consortium to define the
specifications in terms of admissible defects (size, location, morphology, concentration) ?
It is left to the decision of the applicants if they need such stakeholder.
14 In the framework of CLEAN SKY programme, shall all consortium partners be in line with
specific eligible conditions (membership CLEAN SKY) ?
Please refer to the eligibility conditions in the Work Plan.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-AIR-01-47: "Additive Manufacturing demonstration on test article
for a trailing edge application with a sliding pad concept"
1 Is there any requirement for the material that will be used as base material for the sliding pad
carriage (similar material as for the track, i.e. titanium grade 5, should be used)? Is the
manufacturing of the whole carriage required? The manufacturing process of the carriage part
should be DED-wire or other options as machined part is suitable?
The material of the carriage body is typically aluminium (ex. Al 7050 T7451 Plate). Additive
manufacturing techniques are not required to produce the carriage body, regular machining is
acceptable. The manufacturing of the whole carriage is required as we want to replace
traditional roller bearings with sliding pads and perform a dynamic test that includes the W-DED
manufactured roller track.
The applicant may want to adapt the design of the carriage body locally at the interface with the
sliding pads to be able to attach them efficiently. Note that the Topic Leader provides the design
of the carriage assembly including main and side roller bearings. Main roller bearings act in
flight and on ground. Side roller bearings react side load only.
2 Which is the scope of the wear tests? Should these tests be performed at laboratory scale or
should an ad-hoc test be developed for the complete component?
A test should be developed for the complete component i.e. the roller track, carriage assembly
with sliding pads to realistically assess the durability and wear characteristics of the sliding pads
and roller track surfaces. With loading representative of inservice conditions which will be
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4

5

6

7

shared by the Topic Leader. Number of flight cycles should be representative of the design
service goal of a business jet.
The roller track for this test will be an Additive Manufactured track from the task A within this
CfP, which is to be selected by the Topic Leader.
Please give the actual or rough dimensions of the proposed Additive Manufacturing part
contained in this Reference in order to evaluate the Additive Manufacturing Machine
requirements for this part. Additive Manufacturing machines have specific capacity (size)
constraints in order to create a stable environment. This information is required to determine
whether the part will fit into our current machine configuration(s).
The rough dimensions of the proposed Additive Manufacturing part are specified in the
document, i.e. 1000-1500 x 200-400 x 100 mm3 (XYZ).
The detailed design is ongoing but dimensions still fall within this envelope, the actual
dimensions are 1200 x 350 x 100 (L-H-W).
In case the rough dimensions exceed the capacity of the Manufacturing machines, the Topic
Leader is willing to work together with the Applicant to find solutions to make sure the Additive
Manufacturing part fits into the machine.
What kind of tests are foreseen by the TM regarding Task A-3 “ applicant shall perform a
demonstration test of the finished component (…) The applicant will design and manufacture
the testing tooling (…) All tests are then performed by the applicant.”
The aim of the test is to evaluate the quality of W-DED manufactured roller track component
with respect to the traditionally manufactured version. It is a proof of concept for the printing
quality, hence an analysis of the performance and “survivability” of the component. The test is
done with a number of printed components (usually 3 complete parts) and it is not at material
level, but it is still at laboratory scale since the parts will not be placed in an aircraft for the
demonstration purpose. It is not for the applicants to come up with a specific testing method.
They should follow the requirements that will be specified in the Engineering Test document
(ETS) that will be provided by ASCO once the project starts. The test which will be specified in
the ETS does not only take into consideration wearing, but it should also account for dynamic
loads to which the component would be submitted in flight conditions, including fatigue, taking
into consideration a pre-defined number of flight cycles. In order to follow these specifications,
it is normally necessary to construct a specific tooling that may be used more than one time for
the testing. This tooling is to be designed by the applicant.
If the tests of #1 shall be fatigue testing are there testing jigs available at the TM´s place or is
this to be designed fully new? In latter case, the indicative funding might not be sufficient.
A fully new testing jig should be designed for the test. The topic manager believes the budget
should be sufficient.
In the scope description of Task B it states “… will manufacture and test parts, using a
representative roller track (the counterpart). Is the roller part also part of the proposal or will
this be provided by the TM for tests?
The roller track manufacturing is part of Task A and will be provided for the testing as part of
Task B.
Is it sufficient to perform wear tests on sample level (Pin-on-disc or similar), on coupon-level,
or on final component level (which would pot. exceed project costs)?
For Task B, a test should be developed for the complete component i.e. the roller track, carriage
assembly with sliding pads to realistically assess the durability and wear characteristics of the
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sliding pads and roller track surfaces. With loading representative of inservice conditions which
will be shared by the Topic Manager. Number of flight cycles should be representative of the
design service goal of a business jet.
The roller track for this test will be an Additive Manufactured track from the task A within this
CfP, which is to be selected by the Topic Manager.
Shall the sliding pads design be replaceable or non-replaceable? Of course it will be designed
for aircraft life-time but if it still fails a replacement option must be considered as well, or?
It is good practice to design the sliding pads to be replaceable.
It is stated: “… wear shall remain within limits (typ. 0.3mm …)” Is this referred to the height of
the pads or width or in any direction? Are the 0.3mm valid for one surface, for both surfaces,
or both interacting surfaces in total?
The 0.3mm max allowable wear is for both interacting surfaces in total.

10 Is it possible to redesign the roller track as well or is this given design in the call text fixed
and any redesign for Wire-DED purpose excluded?
The roller track design presented in the call text is not frozen. However the overall length will
most likely not change any more as it is driven by the flap kinematics. But the Topic Manager is
open to working together with the Applicant to optimize the design for Wire-DED purposes.
11 What are the boundary conditions with respect to weight restrictions?
The aim is to make the design as weight efficient as possible. The sliding pad solution designed
as part of Task B should weigh equal or less than the classic roller bearing options. Weight for
the classic roller bearing option will be provided by the Topic Manager.
12 Is there any restriction for the integration of the sliding parts, e.g. are there technologies
which are forbidden (e.g. welding, adhesive bonding ?) or technologies which are preferred
(e.g. screwing)?
The sliding parts should be replaceable, mechanical attachment to the carriage body is
preferred. But if the applicant can demonstrate that an alternative bonding method is both
durable and replaceable, this can be considered by the Topic Manager.
13 Is there any additional requirement for the test setup and test conditions for Task A and/or
Task B? (i.e. +/- T-range for testing, humidity, corrosion?)
Task A: tests done at the same conditions as the test done at material level (room temperature
in controlled room, no specific humidity nor corrosion requirements).
Task B: No humidity nor corrosion requirements, but 10% of flight cycles performed at cold
temperature (-55°C).
14 Is it correct that all sliding mechanisms tests including mechanical performance will be done
by the Topic Manager?
No, tests under Task B-2 shall be performed by the Applicant.
15 Will conventional components (forged flap track) and according data as baseline be provided
by the topic manager to the consortium for comparison purpose?
Conventional components and according data will not be provided to the Consortium. At
material level, the comparison of performance will be made with respect to requirements
specified by our Customers for forging material. At component level, the evaluation is based on
the demonstration tests. A successful test outcome should be enough to proof the concept.
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16 In the abstract it is stated to use simulations to compensate for deformations. Is there any
specific software in the TM´s scope to be used, or only simulation tools with an inherent
temperature strain approach or are novel simulation concepts allowed to be used regardless
of their origin (non-Dassault, non-ANSYS, non-Altair etc.)
The aim of the simulation is to minimize the risks of printing a deformed component and to
evaluate the chosen W-DED technology and printing strategy. No specific software is required.
The applicant should use a simulation tool and method of its choice, as long as they crosscheck
the results with the dimensional control and the CAD itself for proving that the simulation
reflects the reality.
17 How many parts shall be available at the end? 1 for tests by the consortium?
At least 1, preferably 2, finished test articles are to be provided to the topic manager for
additional testing outside this CfP, besides the 3 tracks needed for the task A-3 – validation of
the finished component performed by the consortium and the 1 track for task B-2. This results in
a total amount of 5 to 6 tracks.
18 Which skills are required in design of aeronautic components?
The Topic Manager will provide the geometrical data in CAD software. The minimum skill is to
be able to read the CAD data for the W-DED input (task A), as also be able to re-design features
of the carriage assembly or make recommendations for the counterpart (roller track) to allow an
efficient sliding pad concept. The design of the sliding pad needs to be performed in a CAD
software, by preference in CATIA. (task B).
19 Which is the periodicity of rollers maintenance (time frame between re-greasing?
Typically rollers are greased at every C-check (~7500 flight cycles).
20 Will a conventionally manufactured (forged) part be provided (hardware and CAD-files) for
the requested comparison?
Please refer to question & answer number 15.
21 How many test articles should be delivered to the Topic Manager? This information is needed
for the planning of the required material costs.
Please refer to question & answer number 17.
22 Regarding Task A3: What are the approximate test conditions for the validation testing of the
finished component (max. loads, max. traveling distance, test temperatures, number cycles,
etc.)? This information is needed to identify the required testing machinery.
Loads and travel distances cannot be provided at this stage due to the confidentiality aspect of
the information. All the requirements that will be specified in the Engineering Test document
(ETS) that will be provided by ASCO once the project starts. The applicant should make an
estimation of the cost.
Temperature:
Task A: tests done at the same conditions as the test done at material level (room temperature
in controlled room, no specific humidity nor corrosion requirements).
Task B: No humidity nor corrosion requirements, but 10% of flight cycles performed at cold
temperature (-55°C).
Number of cycles:
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For a typical aircraft (A/C), the number of flight cycles is estimated at 40000 flight cycles per
Design Service Goal (DSG, or 1 life of the A/C). For validation purposes, 3 DGS’s are required.
23 Shall the sliding pad test be performed with a greased surface?
No, the test shall not be performed with a greased surface. To assess realistic wear in an in
service environment the applicant and Topic Manager can agree on a contaminants mixture of
sand/dirt/grease to be applied on a percentage of the total test (flight) cycles.
24 Shall the sliding pad be manufactured out of a mono-material? What surface/material
treatment is required/necessary/allowed?
This is up to the applicant and part Task B-1. Aim is to design a sliding pad that is maintenance
free and will last the life of the aircraft.
Nevertheless, as per question 8, it is good practice to design the sliding pads to be replaceable.
25 Regarding Task B-1: Should the design process based on a certain standard?
No specific standard is requested, design in line with the applicants usual standards.
26 Regarding Task A-2: what kind of shear testing is required?
The aim of the test is to evaluate the quality of W-DED manufactured roller track component
with respect to the traditionally manufactured version. It is a proof of concept for the printing
quality, hence an analysis of the performance and “survivability” of the component. The
applicant should follow the requirements that will be specified in the Engineering Test
document (ETS) that will be provided by ASCO once the project starts. The test which will be
specified in the ETS does not only take into consideration wearing or shear, but it should also
account for dynamic loads to which the component would be submitted in flight conditions,
including fatigue, taking into consideration a pre-defined number of flight cycles.
27 Regarding Task B-2: what parts should be used for the validation? Full-scale sliding pads or
specimen?
Please refer to question & answer number 7.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-AIR-03-10: "Innovative light metallic and thermoplastic airframe
section full scale testing"
1 The call specifies lower and upper limits for panels to be tested.
I'd like to know if these dimensions will be decided by the Topic Leader alone or if they could
be agreed between the Topic Leader and the consortium.
Topic leader‘s intention is to be adaptable to consortium’s equipment to the extent that this fits
in the project’s scope and manufacturing constraints.
Such constraints are:
i.
The type of aircraft that fuselage panel is designed for, which is typically a business jet.
Of equal importance though is the study of both static and endurance performance of AlLi alloys welded by novel methods as well as the static performance of thermoplastic
materials.
ii.
Constraint of welding equipment of maximum weld length of 1.7m.
iii.
Boundary load edge effects that will result to a load distribution around the edges of the
panel, that will not be representative of a fuselage panel at this area. This will limit panel
minimum dimensions.
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iv.

Requirement to apply also a shear load at panel edges that drives test panel dimensions
towards a square rather than a slender shape.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-AIR-03-11: "Development and execution of new test methods for
thermoset panel manufactured in an automated tape layup of dry unidirectional fibres (UD) or noncrimped fabrics (NCF) and subsequent infusion"
1 The questions focus on the level 3 (subcomponent) testing, as following :
a. The component to be tested will be flat or curved.
b. It is mentioned in the proposal that ‘biaxial loading can be applied’. As biaxial loading
introduces a lot of complexity in the test, please clarify if it will be necessary to
perform biaxial testing and if yes, approximately what should be the load level in the
secondary direction.
c. Shear loading is mentioned. Please clarify what type of shear loading is to be applied,
i.e. due to in-plane shear force or due to torsion moment and at what approximately
load level.
a. The demonstrator is planned to be slightly curved.
b. Biaxial loading is not necessarily to be done. It is considered beneficial if an applicant has
a possible setup for biaxial testing which could be adapted to this specific panel.
c. No shear load has to be applied.
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-SYS 01-23 - “Development of a multi-position valve with associated
actuator for cargo fire protection”
1

Does the valve need a position sensor for security reasons? Is a position redundancy needed?
The position sensor is used to confirm the « closed position » of the valve. No redundancy is
needed.

2

What are the fear events associated to the valve in the system? Which allocated rate?
The major events are the following (event per Flight hour):
Valve blocked in open position: 5 x 10-6
Erroneous position information: 1 x 10-6
Loss of position information: 4 x 10-6
External leakage: 3 x 10-7

3

Which are the exact internal leakage requirements?
Maximum internal leakage : 10-5 kg/h with an inlet pressure of 600 mbar rel.

4

Does the electrical command of the valve define (PWM, 4-20mA) or open?
PWM

5

What is the accuracy of the valve versus flow rate?
For an inlet pressure of 2,65 bar abs and a flow of 3,6 lb/min accuracy of 5%
For an inlet pressure of 1,7 bar abs and a flow of 0,35 lb/min accuracy of 10%

6

There is one main concern about the IP and the use of the product (once it will be developed).
How Safran, as the topic leader, will use the product after the Clean Sky project? Buying a user
licence? purchasing the product as a standard equipment? Other?
We are looking for previous similar project to have concrete return on experience and/or
additional information to address our concerns.
The « Implementation Agreement » will define the rules, of background , foreground (results)
etc….in respect with the Clean sky definition.
As it is not a joint development, each party owns the results of its study.
Safran owns the specification of the product. The partner owns the results of its development
Except as otherwise provided for in the Implementation Agreement, the rights on results shall
belong exclusively to the Party generating such results.

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-SYS 02-62 - “Thermoplastic wheel for electrical Environmental
Control System”
1

According to the topic description, it is looking for an innovative manufacturing process with
PAEK-family polymer and carbon fiber in order to produce high quality flange wheel parts.
However, some important aspects are not defined and we would like to get some feedback
from your side to clarify them:
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Material supply:
• Will the material be supplied by the Topic Manager?
• Does the applicant have to develop the material in order to obtain a suitable compound for
the final selected manufacturing process?
Material format:
• Is it only thought for virgin material or recycled material can be also considered?
• Can the applicant modify the matrix in order to improve the mechanical properties or only
commercial materials are considered?
Material supply:
. The materials must be provided by the applicant and must be commercially available or close
to be commercialized. It is not in the scope of the project to develop a new material.
Material format:
. Only virgin material must be considered.
2

As stated in the topic description, manufacturing a flange wheel in one shot is a big challenge
as any available process exists. In our experience moulding PEEK, it is unlikely to find a tooling
solution for this geometry. We believe alternative processes involving continuous fibre
composites may be more flexible and provide a better solution in terms of mechanical
performance -service loads of 250-300MPa are very close to the limits of aerospace qualified
CF reinforced PEEK moulding grades-.
Is the topic open to joining or hybrid moulding processes, or is it injection moulding the only
manufacturing process the topic manager would consider?
Topic manager is open to any alternative processes (Vs injection molding) as long as the
processes are realistically compliant with targeted geometry.
Continuous fibers look “challenging” for this geometry, further details could be explained by
applicant to better understand the “joining or hybrid moulding processes”.

3

For design purpose, which temperature range do we have to consider for this application ?
The choice of the wheel will be done with the applicant at the beginning of the project, according
to the process constraints. But whatever this choice, the temperature range usually considered
is : -40°C up to 200°C.

4

For design purpose, does the compressor evolve in a humid environment ?
Depending on the choice of the wheel at the beginning of the project, the wheel can be exposed
to humidity. Conventional CFD study performed by the TM does not considered humid air.

5

In order to better define the process, what is the expectation in term of thickness minimum
(i.e. blade thickness)?
The choice of the wheel and minimum thickness will be discussed and defined at the beginning
of the project according to the process constraints. Typical thicknesses of current aluminium
wheels, manufactured by machining, are between 3 and 0.8 mm.

6

For design purpose, will the topic manager be in charge of the aerodynamic design and the
static pressure mapping (i.e. input for mechanical stress assessment) ?
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Aerodynamic design and static pressure mapping will be done by the topic manager.
7

In Release 2, Question 3, The topic manager indicated a – 40 / 200°C temperature range.
In Release 2, Question 4, The topic manager indicated that the wheel could be exposed to a
humid environment. However, there is no PAEK (even with short fiber reinforcement) that can
reach mechanical properties between 250 to 300 MPa within such conditions.
Could you please clarify the requirements of 250 to 300MPa ? At which condition
(humidity/tempertature/…) shall the material have such mechanical properties ?
First insights of minimum requirement are indicated in the table here after, depending on
injected PEAK temperature with short fibers (100µm length / 2-3 µm diameter).
L stands for “fiber aligned along injection orientation”
T stands for “fiber in transversal orientation vs injection”

Concerning humidity, PEAK is not meant to be sensitive to humidity if injection parameters are
well managed to avoid porosity.
8

What do you mean by « Flange Wheel ». Is this the compressor wheel ?
Or does this include the flange as shown below in blue ?

Flange should cover only the wheel
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-SYS 02-63 - “Decentralised HVDC power conversion module for
innovative optimised aircraft electrical network distribution”
1

Shall converters with same output voltage level (i.e. 28VDC or 115VAC) have the capability of
parallel connection for loads greater than 5kW (i.e. 10kW)?
The delivered Power in 28VDC or 115VAC shall not exceed the 5kW which are requested in the
call. So, on a first basis, no parallel connection is requested for power >5KW. Nevertheless, if the
5kW power can not be achieved with a single module, two (or more) modules in the same rack
can be coupled in parallel to achieve the requested power.

2

Shall converters’ outputs be isolated from the input and from each other?
Output shall be isolated from input. At first, only one output per converter is requested. In case
of several outputs of the same voltage, isolation is not requested between these voltages.

3

Shall the output of the 115VAC converter be one phase or 3 phase?
For 115VAC, the converter should allow to provide 1 three phased (3Ph) output and 1 single
phased (Ph-N) output (single phase rating limited to 1kW).

4

Shall the converters have any kind of digital communication?
The converter shall be able to communicate with the aircraft network through digitial bus. CAN
and AFDX options are still opened and have to be considered.

5

Could you clarify the sentence “feasibility of modular approach between primary voltage and
secondary voltage”? (point b, beginning of page 167)
Modular approach targets basically to have as much as possible modules for each functions (input
stage, primary, secondary, voltage regulation, monitoring, communication means, output stage),
allowing to combine the different modules to build the targeted product.

6

7

Could you clarify the sentence “Identification of the best way to generate several converters
with reuse of generic bricks”? (task 6, page 167)
Linked to the previous question, it is basically the combination of common modules or generic
bricks to build the specific product. Example could bet o have the same input stage, internal
power supply, communication, monitoring, primary stage whatever if the ouput is 28 VDC or
115VAC.
Could you identify any standard of application regarding the HVDC bus? (voltage limits,
transients, etc)
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As no international standard exists for HVDC (+/-270VDC), the applicable standard for voltage
definition and power quality is an Internal Airbus standard. This standard will be provided as
input documentation. As first figures, a maximum voltage of 620V in steady state and 900V in
transient can be considered.
8

Could you identify any standard of application regarding the output buses? (voltage limits,
transients, etc)
The applicable standards for output voltages are the Airbus voltage standard ABD100.1.8. It will
be provided as input documentation.

9

Shall the converters be tested for any EMI/EMC compliant requirements?
The converters shall be tested with respect to DO160. Applicable categories and chapters will be
specified in the equipement specification. The converters will be located in fuselage / pressurized
environment.

10 In the figure in page 166, two SSPCs and one converter of each type are depicted together. Is
the enclosure form factor or the backplane already defined?
One form factor & backplane baseline is defined but can be submtitted to evolution, depending
on feasibility feedbacks from partners.
11 Regarding the simulation models of the modules, Which language/tool would you expect to be
used for the models?
The requested models shall include behavioral models in Matlab/simulink. A physical 3D model
of the converter module for integration in a Digital Mock-up will be a plus (based on CATIA V5).
12 It is clear that all options are open on the module power requirement. However, could indicate
if the preferred option to make 5kW is 1 modules, or several modules in parallel ?
For the 5kW 115VAC converter, a single module is preferred.
For 28 VDC converter, lower rating per module (so multiple module in parallel for 5kW) can be
acceptable. Nevertheless, it should not be less than 500W per module (@28VDC).
13 What are the requirements on output short-circuit protection ? Is it important to be able to
supply a current in a short circuit to trip a protection or blow a fuse ?
An overload of 2xIn during 5 sec may be required to allow tripping of downstream protection
(exact figures to be refined during detailed specification phase).
14 Is reversibility mode (28Vdc -> HVDC or 115Vac -> HVDC) of any interest for the project ?
No.
15 Shall the module comply with Momentary Power Interruptions requirements of DO160, ie have
some back-up energy embedded ?
The HVDC power input should provide a no break power function, nevertheless, the embedded
back-up energy may be an option of interest. So, the converter shall in every case keep control /
command functionnalities during power interruption and may, as an option, include a No Break
Power function for the downstream loads.
16 Is Conduction Cooling (such as defined in VITA62 standard for example) an option for thermal
management ?
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A cooled air concept based is expected, based on air extraction. VPX ViTA may comply.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-SYS 03-25: "Investigation and modelling of hydrogen effusion in
electrochemically plated ultra-high-strength-steels [ECO]"
1

The aim of this Topic is to develop a model to simulate the influence of the layer morphology
of electrochemically produced LHE-ZnNi and LHE-Cd layers on the hydrogen effusion behaviour
during degassing, does this mean that we can make changes to the technology of applying
electroplated coatings that you provide?
No, the plating processes must be applied unchanged according to the specifications of the Topic
Manager.

2

Can we conduct part of the tests on other high-strength steels, in composition and mechanical
properties similar to those given in the description of the topic?
Yes, in consultation with the Topic Manager, other steels comparable to those defined in the
description can be investigated.

3

What software do you use in the industry for design and finite element analysis?
We usually use CATIA and ANSYS.

4

Do we have to adapt the developed model for using by your engineers in the software that you
already use for calculating the hydrogen content in the final coated products after heat
treatment?
No, currently no computer model is used to calculate the hydrogen content in the final coated
products. This should not happen in the future either.

Within the scope of this project, simple rules and/or formulas are to be developed on the
basis of computer simulations, which can be applied easily in production without computer
assistance.
5

Can you provide the drawings of the chassis elements to verify the adequacy of the developed
model and testing the computing capabilities of our software?
Yes, appropriate drawings can be made available under confidentiality.

6

If experimental studies together with computer simulation will show that the optimum heat
treatment temperature exceeds 200°C, is this acceptable?
No, increasing the hydrogen embrittlement relief temperatures beyond the temperatures
specified in SAE AMS 2759/9 is not acceptable.

7

Can we use liquid nitrogen to store samples after coating and until hydrogen analysis?
Yes, of course. Any applicable “cold storage” between plating and test or analysis is strongly
recommended.

8

Do you have any specific requirements for the software used by the contractor to implement
the computer model?
No, Topic Manager has no specific requirements for the software to be used by the applicant.
Based on the simulation, simple rules and/or formulas are to be developed which can be applied
without computer assistance.
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9

How do you measure the thickness of the coating and its morphology on the structural
elements of the chassis?
Currently, the plating thickness is measured using the magnetic-inductive method.
The layer morphology is determined either by means of accompanying test specimens plated
with the part or by means of a kind of “impression technique” directly. In both cases the
evaluation is carried out by means of Scanning Electron Microscope images.

10 The topic aims to understand the hydrogen effusion phenomena and develop a verified model
of undesirable structures of electrochemically deposited corrosion protection layers (LHE-ZnNi & LHE-Cadmium). Our question is related to the Cadmium coatings. Cadmium is included in
the list of candidate substances of very high concern (SVHC) because its carcinogenic and toxic
nature. Is it enough to consider Cd only as reference? If any, what kind of test is expected using
Cd?
Yes, the deposited cadmium layers mainly act as a reference. Cadmium has been used
successfully for decades, therefore there is more experience than with Zinc-Nickel. Nevertheless,
the Cadmium layers have to be investigated in the same way as the Zinc-Nickel layers to enable
a valid comparison and to secure the underlying theory with a second plating.
11 What is expected from Eco design approach (optional capacity requested in the topic
description) in this project?
The aim of the project is to develop simple formulas / rules for handling compact layer
morphologies. From these formulas / rules, clear measures, e.g. extension of the hydrogen
embrittlement relief soak time, shall be derived to ensure that parts with compact layer
morphologies are effectively hydrogen degassed.
If this can be ensured by the measures developed, such parts do not have to be scrapped or
reworked at great expense. This results in a high ecological potential.
12 What are the most complex geometries of the part (curvature radius)? Is there any sharp angles
on the part? Or any small curvature radius?
The project, with its measures to develop to ensure successful hydrogen embrittlement relief in
case of “compact / closed layers”, should be generically valid for all imaginable parts.
From point of view of the TM, test specimens with relatively simple geometries will be
sufficient for the investigations. It is therefore not expected that complex jigs will be necessary
for plating.
If “real” parts are to be plated and tested to verify the computer model, these can be selected
according to the plating capabilities of the applicant.
13 What do you mean by "expansion" in the following question "what maximum expansion of a
compact layer does impair degassing negatively" : thickness, geometrical extension (area size),
dilatation?
“Expansion” in the context of this question means the geometric expansion in the area (m²).
14 What is the average size of the specimens that will be provided to carry out the tests?
The definition of the test specimens takes place within the project at the beginning. In this phase
all necessary tests for the development of the computer model are defined in agreement
between the applicant and the TM. The necessary tests, in combination with the existing test
equipment, then result in the corresponding test specimen geometries.
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Note: For quality assurance purposes, mainly sheets with ≤150mm x ≤100mm x ≤1mm and ASTM
F 519 Type 1a.1 and Type 2a specimens are used at the TM.
15 What is the forming process of the parts ?
Our parts are typically made from forged or rolled material. Manufacturing is done by cutting
processes.
16 What are the specified coating thicknesses?
The plating thickness to be examined is between 10 and 30µm.
17 In the scope of the project study, what are your expectations regarding the corrective actions
to be carried out when a non adequate area (compact layer) is identified? Do news protocols /
recommendations need to be defined / adviced?
The “corrective actions” resulting from the project must ensure that the hydrogen embrittlement
relief treatment is not negatively influenced by the “compact / closed layers”. A possible
“corrective action” is, for example, the extension of the soak time depending on the size of the
“compact / closed layer morphology”. These “corrective actions”, which are derived from the
results of the project, must be formulated clearly and unambiguously. The form in which the
necessary “corrective actions” are defined is initially open. How they can be implemented into
to TM “rules” and specifications will be defined within the project.
The corresponding documentation of the executed “corrective actions” is carried out with the
systems used at the TM.
18 In the topic it is stated that “the electrolyte solutions for plating the test specimens are
provided by the TM”. Could we also propose to use other LHE Zn-Ni electrolytes used by
industrial partners in similar applications to develop the different morphologies?
For the electrolyte solutions provided by the TM, there is already knowledge of the layer
morphology and hydrogen embrittlement relief behavior which is important for the
investigation.
19 LHE-Cd and LHE-Zn-Ni parts are usually conversion coated in real aeronautical application. Are
the applicants expected to conversion coat the LHE-Cd and LHE-Zn-Ni layers to develop the
different morphologies and feed the H-permeation models?
Yes, both plating systems to be applied (LHE-Cd & LHE-ZnNi) are applied with a conversion
treatment. The computer model has to consider the layer systems as they are hydrogen
embrittlement relieved. That means, if the conversion treatment is done prior hydrogen
embrittlement relief, this has to be considered in the investigation.
20 Does the TM already use any computer assisted methods to predict the current density
distribution and thickness on the landing gear components?
No answer available at the moment from TM regarding the methods used.
21 Can we expect that the TM will perform electroplating on complex/larger shape prototypes
and/or real landing gear components (in Task 4) to allow the partners to further improve the
H-permeation models, and assess a possible influence of the geometry?
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Yes, platings on real parts and / or test-prototypes for validation of the computer model can be
performed by the TM.
22 Can we expect the TM to verify, in task 4, the final output of the project (simple rules/formulas
developed by the applicants) on real landing gear components or test-prototypes (e.g. applying
the necessary mechanical loads etc.)?
Yes, in order to validate the computer model and the rules developed from it, tests on real parts
/ test-prototypes are planned, if possible.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-SYS 03-26: "Replacement of cobalt in Environmental Control System
bleed valves"
1

In the description of D3 is mentioned “hot hardness”. Which temperature is required for hot
hardness measurements?
In the description of D3 is mentioned “hot hardness”. Which temperature is required for hot
hardness measurements?

2

In task 2, cylindrical and tubes samples are required, with a diameter of 4 inches, Is this the
external diameter for tubes? What wall thickness, height and internal diameter is required for
tubes?
The detailed design of the sealing ring will be available at the beginning of the project. It will be
delivered to the partners by the Topic Manager.

3

4

What are the approximate dimensions for the 4 sealing rings to be manufactured in task 5?
The detailed design of the sealing ring will be available at the beginning of the project. It will be
delivered to the partners by the Topic Manager.
Regarding to task 4 and the analysis of toxicity, could you please clarify if the Toxicity test of
wear particles has to be done or not in the frame of the project. It is confusing because in the
description of the task it does not indicate it explicitly, but in the description of capabilities it
is specifically requested “Toxicology analysis of wear particles skills and capabilities”.
We don’t want a robust clinical analysis of impact of the wear particles but a preliminary analysis.
For example, detailed chemical composition, size, etc. analysis of wear particles and comparison
with existing data base of forbidden substances will be the minimum required analysis.
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-TE2-01-12: “Airport level assessments for fixed wing aircraft”
1 The named call makes explicit reference to a past project (CfP05).
In “Scope of Work” it mentions that “it will build and extend on a previous airport assessment
project” (e.g. JTI-CS2-2016-CFP05-TE2-01-01)
In section “4. Special Skills”, the CfP reports that the applicant must be “capable of building
on both methodology and results from 1st CS2 TE assessment”.
For this project to be viable as strictly as reported, the project would have to be assigned to
the CfP05 contractors: that would not make it a fair competition. Would the JU be able to
confirm that:
a) The Topic Manager will have no role in selecting the applicant, at any stage of the
process.
b) The full proceedings of the previous project (CfP05) will be made available, in
particular any publications arising from that project (nothing is found freely
available), otherwise no one would be able to build on that specific methodology.
The CfP05 project (Clairport) adopts as methodology the European Environmental Noise
Directive (for noise assessments around airports, for airports to be addressed see cfp 11 text)
and the ICAO Airport Air Quality Manual (for emissions assessments), the main environmental
indicators to be addressed are for:



Noise: Lden and Lnight contours, and population exposed to and impacted by (significant)
Lden and Lnight noise levels.
Emissions: CO2 and NOX emitted by aircraft engines.

Publications can be found under the EU Cordis page
(Clairport): https://cordis.europa.eu/projects/de
The relevant documents and outcomes of this project will be made available.
In reference to the phrase “capable of building on both methodology and results from 1st CS2
TE assessment”, this relates to one of the most important deliverables of the TE2 Grant
Agreement for Members, for which DLR, as Topic Manager, is responsible. Hence, this deliverable
will serve as an input to the winning proposal and the results of the winning proposal will serve
as an input to the “2nd CS2 TE Assessment” due in 2023.
Besides, the Topic Manager is committed to facilitate to the winning consortium all the required
means to achieve the goals set by the topic.
Irrespective of the role of “facilitator” and/or “technical driver” of the Topic Manager, this role is
absolutely independent of the evaluation and selection process, for which Clean Sky runs fully
transparent procedures, strictly in line with the EC H2020 standards.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-TE2-01-14: “Reduction of the environmental impact of aviation via
optimisation of aircraft size/range and flight network”
1 Should we consider Official Airline Guide (OAG) as the only provider for aviation mainliner fleet
and movements data for 2000 and 2014 or is it possible to use other data providers?
So far the coverage of scheduled flights is higher than 90%, also other sources can be accepted.
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2 Could you clarify the type of demand mentioned in the proposal description? Our current
understanding of demand is the number of passengers travelling in every flight but, due to the
existence of connection flights, estimation of demand to a specific destination can vary. Should
we evaluate number of passengers on the flights or find additional data for connecting flights
to estimate passenger destination demand?
Demand in our understanding is the wish of people to fly from A to B, independent of the
availability of direct flights.
The project shall not evaluate number of passengers on the flights nor shall it estimate passenger
destination demand as the forecast is already available up to 2050.
When it comes to the optimization of aircraft size/range and flight network, true origin (first
airport when entering the air transport system) and true destination (last airport before exiting
the air transport system) are relevant. It shall be evaluated, how the environmental impact given
the origin-destination passenger demand can be minimized.
3 For the airport level assessment six representative airports will be chosen for noise and
emissions output for the 1st TE assessment. Are these located in Europe?
The airports shall be representative; the more, the better. They do not need to be in Europe.
4 Does the TE assessment for ATS level take into account flights to/from Europe only or does it
take into account global flights?
The TE assessment for ATS level takes into account global flights.
5 Will the Topic Leader (DLR) provide or have a preferred data analytics platform to assess
potential impacts? If there an existing platform, can you please provide more details on it (e.g.
data architecture, programming languages, tools and software/services used by the platform).
The topic leader has not planned provide a preferred data analytics platform to assess potential
impacts. But we see this as a good idea and will discuss this at the start of the project.
6 What data will be provided for the reference and concept aircraft? Will this data be similar to
EUROCONTROL’s base of aircraft data (BADA) or any other model?
As mentioned in the call text CO2 performance for typical ranges will be provided for future
aircraft and their references, covering:
• Long range aircraft
• Short and Medium Range aircraft

7

• Regional aircraft
Are the deliverables expected to include a functional data analytics platform?
A functional data analytics platform is not expected as deliverable. It is however expected that
the project demonstrates how results have been elaborated.
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-THT-12: “Advanced High Power Electrical Systems for High Altitude
Operation”
1 A demostration and experimenal validation up to a lab-scale level are expected. When it comes
to the electric motor of the fan, which is the expected power density (kW/kg or Nm/kg)?
Power density is generally considered in terms of kW/kg, to be comparable to other relevant
systems (fuel cells, batteries, etc.) in a complete hybrid electric system architecture. However, in
terms of electric motors, power density in terms of torque might be relevant as well considering
high- or low-speed machines. It is recommended in this case to use both means to quantify power
density.
2 Superconducting electric motor topologies for future hybrid/electric aircraft (HTS, etc.) are
strongly encouraged. In this regard, is there any recommended architecture for HTS motors?
(HTS just in the rotor, HTS just in the stator, HTS both in the rotor and the stator, other
choices…)
There is no particular recommendation as to the architecture of superconducting electric motors.
The choice is left to the proposer(s) as to which architecture provides the best performance
considering all relevant system parameters.
On Topic: JTI-CS2-2020-CFP11-THT-13: “Sustainability of Hybrid-Electric Aircraft System
Architectures”
1 Which is the final goal of the sustainability study, to perform a life cycle inventory or a life cycle
assessment? While it seems pretty clear in the initial short description, where the text says: "...
this topic intends provide a particular Life Cycle Inventory Data...", later in other sections, the
document sometime refers to life cycle assessment and impact analysis, like in section 1,
section 2 and in the general description of task 3 at page 222. Finally, in the descriptions of the
subtasks from 3.1 to 3.5 the text refers again to life cycle inventory.
The final goal is to perform a life cycle inventory; the additional perfomance of life cycle
analysis for particular elements is appreciated.
Background information: The THT approaches the topic at relatively high level with a very broad
scope and might provide a baseline for further deeper investigations, so preparing the LCI data
for further LCA investigations is one of the key motivations for the THT.
 Section 1 p.217: Reference to LCA serves just for Motivation

2



Section 2 p.217: Reference to existing LCA serves just for Motivation; p.218 in brackets:
optional perfomance of life cycle analysis for particular elements is appreciated



Task 3 p.222: Focus shall be on life cycle inventory. Performing life cycle analysis for
particular elements where appropriate for the applicant is appreciated.

What is the expectation related to Task 3.5 Lab Scale Validation? Is the motivation in
validating a Life Cycle Inventory Forecast model OR rather in validation of means to be
discussed under 3.4 Recycling, Re-Use and End-of-Life topic?
Validation of assumptions in the means of particular life cycle inventory data; but not limited to
Task 3.4.
Background information: This task is optional and can be performed if deemed beneficial by the
applicant for particular elem
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ents. Focus for labscale validation is rather on specific data within the life cycle inventory instead
of on a LCI forecast model, meaning e.g. production technologies could be validated as well as
recycling technologies.
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